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Preface
The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC) was mandated by
the 1990 Appropriation Act (amended and reenacted in the 1991 Session) to "review the
Commonwealth's executive system of financial planning, execution and evaluation."
This review is the third in a series of reports to address that mandate. The two previous
reports - one on general fund revenue forecasting and one on a rainy day fund proposal
- were presented to the 1991 Session.
This JLARC review found that, overall, the budget process in Virginia is sound.
It has been shown to be responsive to the current budget problem. While this report does

recommend improvements to the process, these recommendations should be seen in the
context of a budget system that largely reflects and meets the needs ofour executive and
legislative institutions and a citizen legislature.
While the process is a sound one, it can be improved. Recommendations include
making systematic program evaluations of agencies' base budget programs part of the
process, clarifying legislative intent regarding the use of program budgeting, implementing incentives for agency directors to practice sound fmancial management, and improving nongeneral revenue fund estimates and reporting.
On December 16, 1991, the Chairman of JLARC announced that a comprehensive budget reform bill was premed to implement the recommendations from this study.
Among the bill's provisions is a requirement that the Governor submit his budget to the
General Assembly by December 20, rather than after the legislature convenes in
January. This budget reform package, as well as other legislation resulting from this
study, will be considered during the 1992 Session ofthe General Assembly. Copies ofthis
proposed legislation are included in Appendix D.
Finally, the Secretary of Finance and the Director of the Department of
Planning and Budget expressed general agreement with the findings and recommendations of this study. On behalf of JLARC staff, I would like to thank the Secretary of
Finance and the Director and staffof the Department of Planning and Budget for their
cooperation and assistance during the course of this study.

Philip A. Leone
Director
December 30, 1991
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A Report In a series
on the Executive Budget Process

Overall, the executive bUdget process
is a sound one. However, the process can
be improved. For instance, partly because
of the use of incremental rather than program budgeting, Insufficient evaluation of
programs In agency base bUdgets is being
conducted by the executive branch. Estimating and reporting of nongeneral funds
remains a problem, though first identified by
JLARC in the 1980 report, Federal Funds in
Virginia. In addition, more Incentives for
good financial management by agencies

should be considered. The time the legislature has to make appropriation decisions
needs to be increased. An earlier submission of the Governor's budget -- by December 20 -- would give the General Assembly
almost an additional month for review. Finally, additional information could be provided by the executive branch that would
assist legislative decisionmaking.
During this review, many State agencies commented on the improved capabilities and professionalism shown by Department of Planning and Sudget (DPS) analysts over the past 10 years. Those same
agencies also noted that further refinements
in DPS's operations could enhance the budget process.
A brief explanation of these and other
major findings Is contained in this summary.
Detailed explanations and specific recommendations are contained in the text of this
report.
The executive budget process as defined in this study is the means used to
develop, execute, and evaluate Virginia's
operating budget. The General Assembly,
recognizing the importance of systematically assessing the efficiency and effectiveness of the budget process, mandated
JLARC's review in the 1990 Appropriation
Act (amended and reenacted in the 1991
Act). This is the first comprehensive study of
the executive operating budget process since
the General Assembly legislated major
changes to the process In the mid-1970s.

Virginia's Budget Process
Has Evolved Over Time
Virginia's budget process has evolved
SUbstantially since the first executive budget
was introduced to the General Assembly in
1920. As late as 1966, the State was still
using a private conSUlting firm to review

State agencies' funding requests. The process was a manual one, completed with the
aid of adding machines and typewriters.
There was little thought given to integrating
planning with budgeting because the budget process was a simple one, based on
past funding.
As the complexity of Virginia's budget
has grown, the budget process has evolved
as well. During Govemor Godwin's first
term, a professional budget staff was hired.
In the early and mid-1970s, a secretarial
system was established to provide policy
guidance. Later, legislative staffs were hired
to improve legislative oversight of the process.
In 1975, the General Assembly adopted
program budgeting as a way to integrate
planning and budgeting. At the same time,
the General Assembly established the Department of Planning and Budget (DPB) to
develop and direct the new integrated process. Automation of the process followed,
with the development of computerized budgeting and accounting systems.

the Code of Virginia to delete some of its
more stringent and unnecessary components, keeping those that are key to a sound
program budgeting system. The following
recommendation is made in this area:
• The General Assembly may wish to
clarify legislative intent regarding executive budget development by
amending the Code of Virginia to include only the following requirements
of program budgeting: identification
of common efforts and services; appropriation of funds according to programs; identification of service attainments or lack of attainments; and
articulation of program justifications,
including goals, objectives, and the
authority for the program.

Consequences of
Virginia's Approach to BUdgeting
Program budgeting, as first implemented, was envisioned as a bottom-up
process where agencies would identify and
prioritize their program needs and submit
them to the Govemor. The Governor would
weigh competing needs and determine the
amount of funding each agency would receive. Over time, Virginia's process has
evolved to be largely incremental - where
an agency's previous budget serves as its
base for the next year and special attention
is normally focused on a relatively narrow
range of increases and decreases.
There have been consequences to this
incremental approach to budgeting. Agency
budgets are no longer developed "bottomup" -that is, based on program needs. In
addition, little consideration has been given
to rising program costs, including inflation.
Executive budgetary attention has consisted
primarily of financial assessments of agencies' base budgets. These have been routinely done, as have policy analyses and
financial assessments of requests for new
programs and services. However, program

Virginia's Use of
Program Budgeting
The integrated budgeting process that
the General Assembly adopted in 1975 was
a comprehensive and rigorous program budgeting model. The executive branch fulfilled
legislative intent and for the first two biennia
made a sincere ar,d concerted effort to use
program budgeting in its model form. This
level of program budgeting proved difficult to
implement, however, and resulted in excessive paperwork that was often not used
during budgetary decisionmaking.
Over time, some excessive requirements have been eased by the executive
branch, generally with the acquiescence of
the legislative branch. However, the Code
of Virginia still reflects most of the initial,
stringent requirements.
Legislative intent regarding program
budgeting could be clarified by amending
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Budgetary Responses to
Revenue Declines Have Been Timely

evaluation of the programs in base budgets
has taken place sporadically. Recent budget reductions have required DPB and State
agencies to examine opportunities for
downsizing and cost savings based on the
effectiveness of selected State programs.
However, there is no guarantee this type of
programmatic examination of agency base
budgets will continue when revenues improve.
There are several recommendations to
improve the evaluation of base budget programs made in this report:

No matter what type of bUdgeting is
used, a good process will directly relate
revenues to budgeted amounts. An examination of the executive branch's budgetary
responses to the declining revenue forecasts for the 1990 and 1991 fiscal years
shows that budgetary responses to these
declines have been timely.
One way to improve the level of knowledge regarding forecasts would be to continue the interim forecast (a forecast in addition to the annual forecast to be produced in
times of declining resources). The interim
forecast was adopted by the 1991 General
Assembly partly because of a JLARC recommendation in a previous report, Revenue
Forecasting in the Executive Branch: Process and Models.
The following recommendation is
made in this area:

• The Director of DPB should develop
an appropriate methodology for programmatic examination of base budgets. Programs could be targeted for
review in each biennial budget cycle,
in consultation with the Governor's
secretaries and House Appropriations
and Senate Finance committees.
Further, the Director should develop
a training program on the methodology for DPB budget analysts.

• The General Assembly may wish to
consider further amending Part Four
of the Appropriation Act to require
that the formal re-estimation of general fund revenues be done for future
biennia.

• The Director of DPB should ensure
that more of the evaluation section's
effort is directed to program evaluations of existing State programs.

Improvements Need to be Made
in the Estimating, Reporting, and
Collecting of Nongeneral Funds

• The Director of DPB should assess
ways that agency program information and evaluation resources can be
used by the department to increase
its program evaluation activities. In
addition, line agencies should share
internal program evaluations with
DPB.

For nongeneral funds, the relationship
between estimates and budgeted amounts
is not direct or clear. Nongeneral fund
revenues can vary considerably from agency
estimates. For fiscal year 1991, State agencies received an additional $477 million in
nongeneral funds over estimates. Part of
the problem is that estimating practices in
the agencies vary considerably, and DPB is
not meeting its responsibility to review the
accuracy of agency estimates. Problems
with the capture of non general revenues by
the State's accounting system also makes it
difficult to compare revenues with estimates.

• The Director of DPB should proceed
with plans to develop performance
measures for some base budget programs on a pilot basis, and should
ask for legislative input into decisions
on the measures developed and their
implementation.
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The following recommendations are
made in this area:

legislature's intent. There is one recommendation in this area:

• The Director of DPB should comply
with Part Four of the 1991 Appropriation Act to ensure that the accuracy of
nongeneral fund revenue estimates
by agencies are reviewed and evaluated.

• The General Assembly may wish to
amend Part Fourof the Appropriation
Act to strike the 15 percent limitation
on transfers or strengthen the language to effectively restrict transfers,
if such a limitation was the original
intent.

• The Department of Accounts (DOA)
and DPB should examine ways to
improve the reporting of nongeneral
fund revenues to ensure that accurate evaluations of agency estimates
against actual collections can be made
and report their findings to the House
Appropriations, House Finance, and
Senate Finance committees.

Central Controls Provide Adequate
Safeguards Over Expenditures, and
Some Controls Could be Relaxed
Overall, central controls by DPB and
DOA provide reasonable assurances that
legislative intent regarding the type and level
of expenditures is carried out by State agencies. In some areas, these controls could be
relaxed to allow agencies greater flexibility.
Recommendations in this area are listed
below.

• The General Assembly may wish to
amend Part Four of the Appropriation
Act to require the Govemor to report
annually on the receipt of additional
nongeneral funds, their sources, and
the amounts for all State agencies. In
addition, for the 1994 Session of the
General Assembly, DPB and DOA
should conduct a study to identify
sources of nongeneral fund revenue
that might more appropriately be included in the general fund.

• The Director of DPB should promulgate the written guidelines that would
allow systems of agencies to make
appropriate operating bUdget appropriation transfers without DPB's prior
approval.
• The General Assembly may wish to
amend the Code of Virginia to reflect
the current practice of annual allotments, deleting the requirement for
quarterly estimates and allotments.

Executive Branch
Appropriation Transfers Largely
Comply With Legislative Intent
Appropriation transfers made by the
executive branch in the 1989 and 1990 fiscal
years were largely consistent with legislative intent at that time. In the 1991 Session,
the General Assembly limited executive
branch authority to transfer appropriations
to 15 percent ofthe appropriation. However,
the 15 percent limitation has not been effective in limiting the executive branch's transfer authority, if such a limitation was the

Agency Financial Management
Appears Sound Even Though
There Are Few Incentives
for Sound Management
Agency directors are "to be responsible
for all expenditures pursuant to appropriations," according to the Code of Virginia. A
review of selected State agencies found that
agency financial management appears
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sound and State funds appear to be spent
appropriately. For the most part, agencies
have adequate intemal controls over their
own expenditures. Agencies carefully monitor their expenditures to avoid deficits. In
addition, there do not appear to be common
financial management problems in agencies.
Good management occurs despite the
fact that there are few incentives for agency
directors to practice sound financial management. Currently, however, not all agency
directors are formally evaluated on thefinancial management of their agencies.
Since 1988, the General Assembly has
authorized the use of management standards. Meeting these standards would allow agencies such incentives as carrying
forward a portion of their unexpended fund
balances. However, these standards have
been implemented only forhighereducation
institutions.
Without the management standards,
there is a lack of incentive for sound financial
management. There is anecdotal evidence
that some agencies spend as much as possible at the end of a fiscal year to prevent
reversion of their monies to the general
fund. As the General Assembly intended,
management standards should be implemented for all State agencies, with additional incentives for sound financial management explored.
Suggested recommendations in this
area include:

ability to keep a portion of funds from
the reprogramming of their base budgets.
• The Secretary of Finance should study
additional incentives for sound financial management, especially for agencies with significant amounts of
nongeneral funds. The Secretary
should report his findings on these
incentives to the House Appropriations and Senate Finance committees prior to the 1993 Session of the
General Assembly.
• The Secretary of Administration in
conjunction with the Secretary of Finance should develop a uniform system for evaluating the financial management perlonnance of agency directors.

The General Assembly Needs
More Time to Consider the
Executive Budget
The General Assembly has an extremely limited amount of time to consider
the executive budget when compared to
other state legislatures (see figure, next
page). There are a number of options the
General Assembly could considerto increase
the amount of time for budget consideration.
An earlier submission of the Governor's
budget to the General Assembly would be
the most straightforward of several viable
options. Therefore, the following recom·
mendation is made.

• The General Assembly may wish to
consider requiring the executive
branch to implement the financial
management standards that are currently authorized in the Appropriation
Act. In addition, the General Assembly may wish to consider allowing
agencies the following incentive options: encumbrance of unexpended
funds for specified purposes and the

• The General Assembly may wish to
amend the Code of Virginia to require
submission of the Govemor's biennial budget on December 20th. A
similar change could be made to require the Govemor's amendments to
the Appropriation Act by December
20th as well.
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States Compared for the Length of Time
the Legislature Has to Consider the BUdget Bill
40 Week• . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

-------------------------------------------------------

30 Week.

-------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------

20Weeka

10 Weeka

unifonn fonnat, there were exceptions. The
separate fonnat required for higher education institutions is necessary due to their
unique reporting requirements and does not
prejudice budgetary decisions for or against
any institution. However, the modification of
the fonnat for individual agencies is not in
compliance with legislative intent
The Code of Virginia also requires
that agencies be allowed to submit all ad-

Information In Agency Budget
Proposals Is Accurate and Timely,
but Its Appropriateness Varies
The Code of Virginia requires the Governor to have agencies follow a unifonn
fonnat when submitting their biennial
budget proposals. This practice allows comparisons of program needs across agencies.· Although the majority of the agency
budget proposals examined did follow a
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denda they deem necessary to meet their
program needs. However, in some cases,
agencies have not been given this opportunity because Govem or's secretaries have
restricted addenda submissions.
Recommendations in this area include:

• The General Assembly may wish to
amend the Code of Virginia to require
that the Governor's budget document
include an identification of the portion
of each State agency's budget that is
direct aid to localities.

• The General Assembly may wish to
consider amending the Code of Virginia to reflect current practice and
allow for a separate budget proposal
format to be followed by all higher
education institutions. In addition,
the Director of DPB should ensure
compliance with the Code of Virginia
and require agency budget submissions to be in the uniform format prescribed by the Governor.

• If the General Assembly determines
that the executive branch should provide information on discretionary and
nondiscretionary funding, the director of DPB should work with the staff
of the House Appropriations and Senate Finance committees to produce a
definition of "discretionary" spending
that can be agreed upon.
• The Comptroller should provide information conceming every agency's
total appropriation for the current fiscal year in the existing Monthly Report to the Governor produced by
DOA.

• The secretaries and the Director of
DPB should ensure compliance with
the Code of Virginia by ending the
practice of restricting the addenda
State agencies can submit.

• The Governor may wish to consider
modifying the way systems of agencies are currently reported in the budget bill by combining all agency codes
within a system of agencies into one
agency code.

Additional Budgetary Information
Could Assist Legislators
During this review, legislators have
indicated that additional information would
assist them in making budget decisions.
Some legislators would like information on
funding for aid to localities contained in the
Governor's budget. Other legislators would
like information on discretionary and
nondiscretionary funding in the Governor's
budget. Information on total agency appropriations is also not readily available to legislators. This information is not provided in
the budget bill or the Appropriation Act because agency line items do not include
regrades and other central appropriations.
Information currently provided in the budget
bill for systems of agencies can be especially misleading.
Among the recommendations made
in this area are the following:

Refinements to OPB's Operations
Could Enhance the Budget Process
Many State agencies commented
on DPB's professionalism during this review. Over the last 10 years, DPB has made
significant strides in strengthening its staff
capabilities. Agencies did identify several
areas where refinements to DPB operations
could enhance the budget process. Therefore, it is recommended that the Director of
the Department of Planning and Budget
should:
• Formally articulate the role of DPB
analysts in the budget process, pay-
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lng particular attention to their role vis
a vis State agencies.

nity for providing DPB with feedback
regarding the budget process.

• Promote continuity in analysts' assignments during a biennial budget
cycle.

• Provide guidance to DPB staff and
agencies conceming what sections
of the Commonwealth Planning and
Budgeting System Manual are still in
effect. If the general guidance on the
budget process included in the manual
is no longer current or in effect, the
director should provide altemative
guidance to agencies.

• Encourage analysts to visit their assigned agencies by adopting an
agency-wide policy that fosters these
visits, and include the requirement/or
agency visits in the model performance expectations and position descriptions for analysts at all levels.

• Continue to pursue the acquisition of
personal computer analytical resources for all DPB budget and evaluation analysts. The director should
also ensure that problems with the
Program BUdgeting System identified by DPB analysts dUring this review are addressed in the agency's
information technology plan oras part
of the agency's current effort to improve the system.

• Ensure that semi-annual training on
the budget process is made available
to agency directors and fiscal staff.
The training should be structured so
as to allow agencies an opportunity
for providing input into DPB budget
instructions and the budget development calender, as well as an opportu-

Note:
On December 16, 1991, the Chairman of JLARC announced that a comprehensive bUdget reform bill was prefiled to
implement the recommendations from this report. Among the
bill's provisions is a requirement that the Govemor submit his
budget to the General Assembly by December 20, rather than
after the legislature convenes in January. The budget reform bill,
as well as other legislation resulting from this study, will be
considered during the 1992 Session of the General Assembly.
Copies of this proposed legislation are included in Appendix D.
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I. Introduction
The State budget is an important document for Virginia government. It serves
as a plan for future activities, as a benchmark for controlling the cost ofState operations,
as a management tool, and as a policy statement.
The executive budget process as defined in this study is the means used to
develop, execute, and evaluate Virginia's operating budget. For budget development, a
good process accurately relates revenues to spending. It assists decisionmakers in
making deliberate choices among existing programs and new needs. For budget
execution, the process requires enough flexibility to allow the executive branch to make
changes, but sufficient controls and incentives to ensure that legislative intent regarding
the type and level of expenditures is carried out. For evaluation, a good process informs
decisionmakers about whether programs are meeting legislative intent and whether
they are operating efficiently and effectively.
Overall, the process should provide adequate information for the legislature to
make informed decisions about appropriations. It should also be managed in a way that
assures agencies that thoughtful decisions about the State's funding needs are being
made.

HISTORY OF VIRGINIA'S BUDGET PROCESS

Virginia's budget process has changed significantly over the years. The
Executive Budget Act of 1918 implemented the executive budget process in the State,
with the first executive budget presented to the General Assembly in 1920. A comprehensive assessment ofthe budget process was done by the Hopkins Commission in 1974,
with one of their major recommendations being the adoption of program budgeting.
Program budgeting was adopted by the General Assembly in 1975 and implemented by
the executive branch in 1978. The State's budget process was modified again in 1981 to
the basic process that exists today.

Budgetjng Before the Hopkins Commission

Virginia was among the first states to introduce an executive budget. The
establishment of the executive budget in Virginia was an outgrowth of the work of the
Commission on Economy and Efficiency established by the General Assembly in 1916.
The General Assembly approved the Executive Budget Act in 1918, making the Governor
the chief budget officer of the State. The Governor was expected to plan, direct, and
control the activities of State government within the policy confmes established by the
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General Assembly. In 1920, Governor Davis' staff prepared the fIrst State budget, and
in 1922 a Division of the Budget was established.
Prior to 1966, professional staff of the Division of the Budget consisted of a
director, an assistant director, and an office manager. The budget was prepared
biennially, and a management consulting fIrm was hired to review State agency budget
requests. During Governor Godwin's fIrst administration, the decision was made to
create a permanent professional budget staff.
In 1970, the Governor's Management Study emphasized the value of program
budgeting as a management tool. The study recognized that the State's budget planning
and preparation process needed to be expanded and improved. The study also acknowledged that a closer relationship was necessary between the State's CUITent programs and
long-range plans. In other words, a better integration oflong-term planning with the
budget process was needed.
In 1972, with the establishment of the secretarial system, it appeared that a
mechanism for a closer integration of planning and budgeting would be possible. With
the then secretary ofadministration and fInance serving as deputy budget officer for the
Governor, a more clearly defmed working relationship between the planning and
budgeting functions of State government was envisioned.

Hopkins Commission

The Commission on State Governmental Management (referred to as the
Hopkins Commission for its chairman - Senator Hopkins) studied Virginia's budget
process in the early 1970s. Although the commission's charge was to examine all aspects
of State government, the budget process quickly became a focal point because of its
central importance. This was the fIrst comprehensive assessment ofthe executive budget
process since its establishment in 1918. According to the Department of Planning and
Budget'sA Reevaluation ofthe Budget Process (1984), the process that existed at the time
the commission began its work resulted from "an accumulation ofvarious actions over a
period of years without a unifying theme, and was still dependent on manual calculations, the typewriter, and the adding machine."
In its third interim report, Recommendations on the State's Budget Process, the
Hopkins Commission reported that planning appeared to have little relationship to the
budget process and generally was not perceived to be an integral partofthe decisionmaking
process. This lack of integration was a "major concern" to the commission.

As an outgrowth of the Hopkins Commission's recommendations, the 1975
Session of the General Assembly mandated the adoption of program budgeting effective
July I, 1978. According to the current Department of Planning and Budget's Agency
Over;view, the General Assembly's intent in adopting this type ofbudget was to establish
"a mechanism by which goals, objectives, programs, and resources can be organized,
analyzed, and summarized for presentation to State policymakers to provide them with
2

a more objective basis for decisionmaking." In addition, the General Assembly also
established the Department of Planning and Budget (DPB) by merging the former
Divisionofthe Budget and the former Division ofState Planning and Community Affairs.
The General Assembly gave DPB responsibility for developing and directing an integrated policy analysis, planning, and budget process within State government.
The 1975 General Assembly also amended the Code ofVirginia to require that
the budget document be organized by function, primary agency, and proposed appropriation item. Acopy ofthis legislation appears as Appendix B. The proposed budget for each
agency and program had to be shown by major objects of expenditure such as personnel
costs. In addition, program budgets had to clearly indicate the funding needed for the
present level of service, an increased level of current service, and new services. The
legislation also required workload indices and other criteria that could be used to
evaluate programs as well as distinctions between mandated and discretionary funding.
Minor modifications were made to the program budgeting sections in the Code
of Virginia in the 1976 and 1979 Sessions, but the program budgeting requirements
remained largely intact. Program budgeting was implemented on a pilot basis during the
1976-78 biennium and began to be implemented statewide during the 1978-80 biennium.
Concurrent with the development of program budgeting in Virginia, new
computer systems were developed to facilitate program budgeting. A computerized
system for processing budget data at DPB, the Program Budgeting System (PROBUD),
was developed and became operational July 1980. At the same time, revisions of the
State's personnel and accounting systems were undertaken with the development and
operation of the Commonwealth's Accounting and Reporting System (CARS) and the
Personnel Management Information System. Appropriations, expenditures, and personnel were - for the first time - all recorded within the program structure.

Modjficatjons Made in 1981

In 1981, the General Assembly amended Section 2.1-398 ofthe Code o{Virginia.
This amendment, which remains in effect today, requires that the Governor include a
statement of the following in the budget: current, requested, and recommended
appropriations for operating, fixed assets, and debt service expenses; cost to continue
present services and any changes to present services; performance measures to be used
in monitoring and evaluating programs and services; service attainments or lack of
attainments; and service reductions or terminations for the biennium.

PHASES OF THE OPERATING BUDGET PROCESS
The State's budget process for the operating budget has four phases: budget
development, appropriation, execution, and evaluation. Each phase has a specified
timeline, includes input from specific participants, and has certain documents produced
3

during it (Table 1). While the phases and intent ofthe budget process remain consistent
between administrations, the activities during each phase can change with each Governor. For example, dissemination of policy guidance for agency biennial budgeting has
changed with every recent Governor. During Governor Robb's administration, this
guidance took the form of critical policy evaluation papers (white papers); while during
Governor Baliles' administration it took the form of a very specific Governor's Guidance
Memorandum for each agency. Governor Wilder, in December 1990, issued his first
formal policy guidance to agencies in the report Agenda for Virginia.

-------------Table 1-------------

Phases of the Operating Budget Process
Blldget Fhase

Tjmeline

Development

AprilDecember

Documents Produced or
Submissions Required

Primary Participants

Governor's Guidance
Budget Instructions
Agency Base Budget and
Addenda Proposals
Executive Budget Document
Budget Bill

Governor
Secretaries
DPB
Agencies

Appropriation January March

Appropriation Act

General Assembly
Senate Finance and
House Appropriations
Committees
Governor

Execution

July June

Agency Operating Plans
Monthly Report to the
Governor
Prompt Payment Report

Governor
Secretaries
DPB
Agencies
DOA

Evaluation

July June

Evaluation Reports

Governor
Secretaries
DPB
Agencies
APA
JLARC

Source: JLARC analysis of DPB 1990-92 budget instructions and interviews with DPB, Department of
Accounts (DOA), and Auditor of Public Accounts (APA) staff.
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Budget Development

The budget development phase (also referred to as the planning or budget
preparation phase) consists oftwo activities -revenue forecasting and executive budget
development. The Code of Virginia requires that the Governor file, on an annual basis,
a revenue forecast for a prospective six-year period, as well as for the upcoming biennium.
Revenue forecasts are important because Virginia, like most states, has a balanced
budget requirement, and the forecast indicates the maximum amount offunds available
for expenditure.
For most State agencies, the operating budget is developed for the biennium in
two stages. First, State agencies prepare their base and addenda submissions. The base
includes existing programs and funding. Agencies are required to develop base budgets
that do not exceed the established base budget amount. Addenda budget submissions,
which are requests for new funding or positions, are also prepared by agencies.
The budget development process has been modified this year, making it a
phased approach for the 1992-94 biennium. Agencies were first asked to prepare a
baseline budget plan that balanced to their fiscal year (IT) 1992 amended appropriations. The second phase has consisted of a series of addenda submissions that focused
on technical and policy issues. Agencies have received instructions for these addenda
submissions throughout the summer and early fall.
The second stage ofbudget development begins when agency base and addenda
proposals have been submitted to DPB. DPB is a major participant in budget development (Exhibit 1). DPB reviews agency proposals, develops alternative budget scenarios
for gubernatorial review, and makes recommendations concerning agency budgets.
These recommendations, coupled with input from the Governor's secretaries, develop
into the operating budget portion of the Governor's executive budget.
The secretaries' role in budget development is also defined by the Code of
Virginia. Generally, unless the Governor reserves such power for himself, secretaries are
empowered to direct the formulation of a comprehensive program budget for their
assigned functional area to then be considered by the Governor.
The Governor, as the "chiefplanning and budget officerofthe Commonwealth"
is required by the Code ofVirginia (Section 2.1-387), to submit to the General Assembly
for the first year of a biennium his budget bill that is "a tentative bill for all proposed
appropriations of the budget." In addition, the Governor is also required to submit a
budget document, which is more narrative in nature. For the second year of the
biennium, the Governor submits his amendments to the bill, and customarily a narrative
explanation of those amendments. (During the BalHes administration, a "budget
tabloid" was also produced with information on the "State of the Commonwealth." The
budget tabloid was produced only for the first year ofthose biennia (1988 and 1990). The
budget tabloid is not required by the Code ofVirginia and according to DPB staffwill not
be produced as part of 1992-94 budget development.)
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-----------Exhibitl-----------

Duties of the Department of Planning and Budget
• Development and direction of an integrated policy analysis, planning, and
budgeting process within State government.
• Formulation of an executive budget.
• Policy and program analysis for the Governor.
• Continuous review of the activities of State government focusing on budget
requirements in the context of the goals and objectives determined by the
Governor and the General Assembly and monitoring the progress of agencies
in achieving goals and objectives.
• Operation of a system of budgetary execution to assure that agency activities
are conducted within fund limitations provided in the Appropriation Act and
in accordance with gubernatorial and legislative intent.
• Assessment ofthe impact offederal funds on State government by reviewing,
analyzing, monitoring, and evaluating the federal budget, as well as solicitations, applications, and awards for federal financial aid programs on behalfof
State agencies.
Source: Section 2.1-391 of the Code o(Virginia.

Appropriation

While the House Appropriations and Senate Finance committees are involved
in budget review during the entire year, the formal appropriation phase (also known as
the legislative budget process) begins when the Governor's budget bill is submitted to
both the House ofDelegates and the Senate in January. Once the Governor's budget bill
is submitted, it is referred to the House Appropriations Committee and Senate Finance
Committee for consideration.
Within the committees, functional area subcommittees are formed to review the
budget in specific areas. The subcommittees recommend changes to the budget bill to the
full committees. The House Appropriations and Senate Finance committees vote on their
respective subcommittee recommendations and, ifagreed to, they become amendments
to the budget bill.
Both versions of the budget bill, with amendments, are then presented to their
house of introduction as a bill on second reading. Both houses typically have two days
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to review the amended bills before they appear on the calendar. General Assembly
members may submit floor amendments at this time. Once all amendments are voted
upon, the bills are engrossed and are on third reading.
Once the amended budget bills are passed on third reading in both houses, they
are sent to the other house for concurrence. Typically, concurrence does not occur because
there are variations in the bills. Therefore, a conference committee is formed to resolve
these differences. It is comprised of six senior members, three each from the House
Appropriations and Senate Finance committees.
A budget conference report is submitted to both houses prior to Session
adjournment. Both houses must vote on the budget conference report as reported - it
cannot be amended. Once the report is passed by both houses it becomes known as the
Appropriation Act.
The Appropriation Act becomes law once it is signed by the Governor or when
the General Assembly approves the Governor's recommended amendments in a reconvened session. The Governor also has certain veto powers over the Act. The Constitution
ofVirginia does not specifically prevent the Governor from vetoing the Appropriation Act
as a whole, although this has never been done. The Governor does have the authority to
veto line-item dollar amounts in the Appropriation Act, an item being defined as an
indivisible sum ofmoney dedicated to a stated purpose. Governor Wilder vetoed several
items in the 1991 Appropriation Act. This was the first time since 1976 that a Governor
exercised this authority.
In addition to the Appropriation Act, the General Assembly can take other
appropriating actions. These include lottery appropriation acts, revenue bond acts, and
special relief bills.

Budget Execution
The execution phase of the budget process begins after the Governor signs the
Appropriation Act and continues until June 30 of the next year. Execution is the
implementation of the Appropriation Act by the executive branch.
At the beginning of the execution phase, DPB sends agencies their allotments,
making the funds available to the agencies for expenditure. The allotment represents the
total legislative authority granted to an agency in the Appropriation Act.
DPB monitors agencies to ensure that they do not exceed their total allotment.
However, there are provisions allowing changes to agency allotments during the fiscal
year. The Governor has the authority to reduce allotments, within limits, in the event
revenues fall below forecasts. The Governor can also authorize deficits for agencies that
expend more than their allotment. In addition, the Governor, or his designee, can
authorize appropriation transfers between agencies and between programs within
agencies.
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The Department ofAccounts plays a large role in the budget execution phase of
the budget process. DOA's main budget-related tasks include:
• completing expenditure analyses including an examination of negative cash
balances, expenditure and allotment tracking, and straight-line projections of
end-of-year agency expenditure totals;
• auditing expenditures to ensure compliance with State laws and supporting
administrative regulations (pre-audit);
• monitoring agency accounts payable and accounts receivable;
• loading the Appropriation Act amounts on CARS; and
• forecasting cash balances for the current and next fiscal year.
In addition, DOA participates in a task force with DPB to discuss and resolve issues
related to the budget process as well as other topics.
Eyaluatjon

Evaluation in Virginia is completed by both the executive and legislative
branches. Executive evaluations that impact the budget process are typically conducted
by DPB or State agencies. Evaluation activities at DPB primarily occur in its five budget
sections and its evaluation section. The Department of Planning and Budget's budget
analysts routinely conduct financial and policy evaluations of agency base budget and
addenda proposals. DPB's evaluation section was created in 1983 and has completed 38
studies that range from staffing studies to analytical studies in support of gubernatorial
or secretarial commissions.
State agencies also conduct evaluations that impact the budget process. Evaluations completed by State agencies can include organization and management studies,
policy studies, and program evaluations. The type and level ofsophistication of agencybased studies can vary.
The legislative branch is also involved in the evaluation phase of the executive
budget process. The two main participants in legislative oversight and evaluation are the
Auditor of Public Accounts and JLARC.
The Constitution of Virginia provides for an Auditor of Public Accounts. The
APA's major activities include auditing the accounts and fmancial records of State
agencies and institutions and local government offices which collect State taxes and fees;
approving accounting systems developed for State agencies and institutions for adequacy
of audit trails and financial control; prescribing systems of accounting for local governmental offices and agencies; providing specifications to be followed by Certified Public
Accounting firms in their audits of counties; and preparing annual comparative cost
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reports of counties and cities. The audits the APA conducts of State agencies are
primarily fmancial in nature and generally do not evaluate the performance of State
programs. APA audits are conducted after the end of every fiscal year.
The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission also provides legislative
oversight. The duties of the Commission and the nature of its studies are specified in
Section 30-58.1 of the Code ofVirginia. Commission studies are to address:
• ways in which agencies may operate more economically and efficiently;
• ways in which agencies can provide better services to the State and to the
people; and
• areas in which functions of State agencies are duplicative, overlap, fail to
accomplish legislative objectives, or for any other reason should be redefined
or redistributed.
JLARC, under the auspices of the Legislative Program Review and Evaluation Act,
reviews and evaluates all program functions of State government on a rotating basis.

SIZE OF VIRGINIA'S BUDGET

Virginia's budget for the 1990-92 biennium, as passed by the 1991 General
Assembly, was in excess of $25.6 billion. Of this, approximately $25.3 billion was
budgeted for operating expenses. The remainder ($349 million or 1.4 percent) was
budgeted for capital projects. General fund revenues comprised 48.5 percent of the
budget with nongeneral funds contributing the rest. Revenues in the general fund come
from taxes and fees not designated for any specifiC purpose and are utilized for general,
ongoing government services. Nongeneral fund sources include federal, trust and
agency, dedicated special revenue, higher education operating, and special revenues
derived from specified taxes or other earmarked sources.
The State's budget has grown substantially over the last five biennia (Figure 1).
The total budget for the State has grown by $13.7 billion, or 114 percent, since the 198082 biennium. On a total dollar basis, nongeneral fund revenues comprised slightly more
of the budget than did general fund revenues. On a percentage basis, the general fund
portion ofthe State's budget increased from 47.5 percent ofthe total budget for 1980-82,
to 48.5 percent for 1990-92.
Inflation over the same period grew by 57 percent. Predominate areas where
spending growth occurred in the budget over this period include transportation, Medicaid, and corrections.
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THE JLARC REVIEW

Item 13 of the 1990 Appropriation Act (amended and reenacted in the 1991
Session) dir~cted JLARC "to review the Commonwealth's executive system of financial
planning, execution and evaluation." The item further specified that the scope and
duration ofthe review should be determined by the Commission, and that reports should
be made to each Session ofthe General Assembly until work was completed. Because of
the mandate's emphasis on Commission direction, a subcommittee of the Commission
(the Subcommittee on the Executive Budget Process) was formed to guide JLARC staff
in their work.
In 1990, the efforts of the JLARC Subcommittee and staff were focused on
revenue forecasting. As a result, two JLARC studies were produced for consideration by
10

the 1991 Session of the General Assembly - Revenue Forecasting in the Executive
Branch: Process and Models and Proposal for a Revenue Stabilization Fund in Virginia.
This year, research has focused on Virginia's executive budget process, specifically the development, execution, and evaluation of the operating budget. The result of
this research is the subject ofthis report. It is the first comprehensive review ofVirginia's
executive budget process since the 1970s.
In addition, the Subcommittee and JLARC staff are continuing to examine
options for increasing legislative involvement in revenue forecasting. This research
effort remains ongoing. A review of the operations and management of the Department
ofTaxation (added to Item 13 during the 1991 Session) has also been undertaken and will
be addressed in a separate report.

Study Scope
To evaluate the executive budget process, a comprehensive review was completed by JLARC staffon activities which occur within the development, execution, and
evaluation phases. The State's operating budget is the focus of this study. JLARC
previously reviewed aspects of capital budgeting in 1978 and 1987 and is currently
scheduled to begin a study of capital outlay in higher education. Therefore, capital
budget process issues were not examined.
Even though an examination of the legislative appropriation process was not
part of the study mandate, it is important that the executive budget process provide
legislators with the information they need to make deliberative decisions. Also,
legislators have raised concerns that the time they have to review the executive budget
is inadequate. Changes in this area could potentially impact budget development and,
therefore, were examined during this review.
An assessment of the organization and management of the central agencies
involved in the budget process was not part of the mandate for this study. However,
throughout this review, agencies have raised issues regarding central agency management of the process. Some of these issues result not from the process itself but from
frustrations with the current budget shortfall and consequent decisions made by the
<rl>vernor or GeneralAssembly. This report addresses only those issues that were related
to the process.

Finally, because the first budget of the current administration will not be
submitted to the General Assembly until January 1992, budget development activities
for the 1992-94 budget could not be fully examined and assessed.

Research Actiyjtjes

A number of research activities were undertaken during the study. These
activities included: a survey of State agencies, case studies of selected State agencies,
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telephone interviews with other states, structured interviews, file reviews, and secondary data and document reviews.

Survey af State A~ncies, Information concerning the budget process was
collected from State agencies using a mail survey. Only executive branch agencies with
primary responsibility for budgeting were surveyed. For executive branch systems of
agencies (the Department of Corrections; Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation, and Substance Abuse Services; and the Virginia Community College System),
surveys were sent only to the centraloffice ofthe system. Atotal ofBB State agencies were
surveyed and the response rate was 100 percent. Questions on the survey focused on DPB
assistance to the agencies, automated systems used for budgeting, the adequacy of the
program structure, performance measures used by agencies, and the effects of recent
budget reductions.
Case Studies ofState Agencies. In order to do an in-depth examination of how
the budget process works in agencies (and the impact the process has on agencies), 11
State agencies were used as case studies. Agencies were selected by functional area of
government and efforts were made to include agencies of different sizes, with different
fund sources. The selected agencies are listed below.
• Department of Air Pollution Control
• Department of Corrections (Adult Services)
• Department of Economic Development
• Department of Education
• Department of Fire Programs
• Department of Mental Health, Mental
Retardation, and Substance Abuse Services
• Department of Personnel and Training
• Department of Rehabilitative Services
• Department of Transportation
• Department of the Treasury, and
• Old Dominion University.

Each agency was visited at least four times. In-depth interviews were conducted with agency directors (or their representatives) and with budgeting and accounting personnel.
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Telephone Interviews with Other States. Structured telephone interviews were
conducted with legislative staff in 14 states concerning their state's budget process.
States using different types ofbudgeting were selected. States included were Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland, New Mexico, North
Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Tennessee, and Wyoming. Questions focused on the type of
budgeting the state uses, base budget development, fmancial management by agencies,
the use of performance measures, and evaluation activities in the budget process.
However, it should be noted that each state's budget process is unique, thus comparisons
among states' budget processes can be oflimited utility.
Structured Interviews, More than 100 structured interviews were conducted
with a variety ofparticipants involved in the budget process. In DPB, the director, deputy
directors, section managers, and 17 analysts were interviewed. Eleven ofthese analysts
were those assigned to the case study agencies mentioned earlier. The secretary of
finance, former gubernatorial secretaries, the comptroller, Department ofAccounts staff,
the Auditor of Public Accounts and members of his staff, staff of the State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia, and staffofthe House Appropriations and Senate Finance
committees were also interviewed.
File Reviews. File reviews were conducted at the Department of Planning and
Budget. Analyst working papers for case study agencies were examined for information
on base budget target development, review of agency biennial budget proposals, the
estimation of nongeneral funds, and program evaluation activities. In addition, DPB
files of all agency requests for changes to the State's program structure for the last three
biennia were examined. Finally, DPB central files detailing execution activities in 44
agencies in each of two fiscal years (1989 and 1990) were reviewed.
SecoadaryData and Dacument Reviews. A wide variety of both secondary data
and documents were used in the study. Secondary data from PROBUD were used to
examine executive branch execution activities. In addition, expenditure data from the
APA for each case study agency for fiscal years 1987 through 1991 were used. A partial
listing of documents reviewed by JLARC staff include: the Code ofVirginia; Attorney
General's opinions; State budget documents including agency proposals, executive
budget documents, and Appropriation Acts; executive orders; evaluations ofState agency
programs and activities; previous studies and reports concerning the executive budget
process; and policy and procedure manuals that guide the budget process. For each case
study agency, budget submissions for the last three biennia were also examined.
Throughout the study, JLARC staff reviewed professional literature on budgeting and
fiscal management and studies conducted by other states and national organizations.
Report Organizatjon

This report examines the process used by the executive branch to develop,
execute, and evaluate the State's budget. This chapter has outlined the study mandate,
presented an overview of the executive budget process and the size ofVirginia's budget,
and identified the study approach and research methods used for the study. Chapter II
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examines budget development, including the type ofbudgeting used by the State and the
relationship of revenues to the budget. Chapter III assesses the budget execution
activities ofthe executive branch, including incentives for good financial management by
State agencies.
Chapter IV explores evaluation in the budget process, including the advantages
and disadvantages of performance measures. Chapter V discusses the adequacy and
timeliness ofinformation the executive branch provides the legislature during the budget
process. Areas where refinements to DPB's operations could enhance the budget process
are discussed in Chapter VI. Finally, the study mandate, a copy of the legislation
establishing program budgeting, the Department of Planning and Budget's response to
this review, and pending legislation related to this report are included as appendixes.
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II. Budget Development
In response to the findings ofthe Hopkins Commission, the General Assembly
adopted program budgeting in the mid-1970s as a way to integrate planning into the
budget process. The legislature adopted a comprehensive and rigorous model ofprogram
budgeting. Meeting the requirements of this model proved difficult for State agencies,
resulting in excessive, time-consuming paperwork that Virginia's citizen legislature and
central budget office did not have time to effectively review.
Over time, some difficult to implement requirements were eased by the
executive branch. These departures from the model program budgeting system initially
established by the legislature appear to have been generally supported by the General
Assembly. As a result, the type of budgeting used by the State has evolved to be largely
incremental. The Code ofVirginia, however, still reflects many of the initial, stringent
requirements. Legislative intent regarding program budgeting could be clarified by
amending the Code of Virginia to delete some of its more stringent and unnecessary
components, keeping only those requirements that are key to a sound program budgeting
system.
Using incremental budgeting, because of its inherent characteristics, has had
certain consequences. While financial assessments of agencies' base budgets have been
routinely done, rigorous evaluation of the objectives, efficiencies, and impacts of the
programs in these base budgets has taken place episodically. That does not mean that
there is widespread overspending in agencies' base budgets (especially in light of recent
budget reductions). It does mean that choices between existing programs and current
and future needs are not made in a comprehensive and systematic way. Recent budget
reductions appear to have forced the Department of Planning and Budget (DPB) and
other State agencies to examine opportunities for downsizing and cost savings based on
the effectiveness of selected State programs. However, there is no guarantee this type
of examination will continue when revenues improve. Therefore, program evaluations
ofbase budgets needs to be done on a systematic basis by selecting specific programs for
targeted review in each biennial budget cycle.
Finally, in a sound budget development process there is a clear relationship
between forecasted revenues and budgeted amounts. This is important in Virginia
because the Governor is constitutionally required to ensure that expenditures do not
exceed revenues during a biennium. Consequently, it has been custom and practice for
the Governor to submit, and the General Assembly to pass, a balanced budget. The
relationship between general fund revenue forecasts and the budget is clear. For
nongeneral funds, however, the relationship between estimates and collections is less
clear.
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EVOLUTION OF VIRGINIA'S USE OF PROGRAM BUDGETING

The program budgeting requirements established by the General Assembly in
the mid-1970s and early 1980s were ambitious. While some of these requirements are
still being used, others are not used on a systematic basis. During interviews with case
study agencies, Department of Planning and Budget staff, and other participants
involved in the process, few maintained that the State currently uses program budgeting
in its original, model form.

Initjal I&gjslatiye Intent Regarding Program Budgeting

In 1975, the General Assembly amended Sections 2.1-54, 2.1-60, and 2.1-61 of
the Code ofVirginia and laid the foundation for the State's implementation of program
budgeting (Appendix B). This amendment was the result ofthe recommendations ofthe
Hopkins Commission. In its report, the Commission stated "the budget process is not
simply a mathematical exercise. It is the process whereby the State enunciates its basic
policies and determines the priorities being assigned tocompetingprograms." The intent
was that the budget process would become a means for prioritizing resources and
programs. It would also provide information on goals, objectives, and programs that
would provide the legislature and other budgetary decisionmakers with objective
information for well-grounded decisionmaking.
The executive branch fulfilled legislative intent andoperationalized the Code of
Virginia requirements. These requirements, as outlinedin the Commonwealth Planning
and Budgeting System Manual, were:
• articulation of program needs;
• identification of common efforts and services;
• statement of program goals and objectives (both short- and long-term);
• establishment of program priorities;
• appropriation of funds according to programs;
• monitoring and evaluation of programs;
• presentation of information so policy implications of decisions
are understood;
• requirement for justifications of programs;
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• requirement of performance measures for programs; and
• identification of alternative approaches to obtaining goals.

Injtjal Program Budgeting Requirements Were Difficult to Implement

From 1978 to 1982, the executive branch made a concertedeffort to use program
budgeting as it was originally envisioned by the General Assembly. According to State
agency personnel who were involved in the process at that time, this level of program
budgeting was cumbersome and time-consuming to implement. According to an analysis
conducted by DPB staffon the 1980-82 budget development process, agencies used an
average of24 full-time equivalents when developing their budget. The development had
to begin approximately a year before the budget document was due to the General
Assembly. In addition, the executive budget document for the same biennium was four
volumes and more than 1,300 pages.
State agency staff have also indicated that the results of the process they went
through were not used by DPB staff when making budget recommendations to the
Governor. Therefore, they felt that much ofthe time they spent preparing the budget was
wasted. As one agency budget director stated: "There was a lot of time and paperwork
involved .... To go back would be time consuming and given today's climate you would
have to go back and build the whole thing again." Legislative staffinvolved in the budget
process at the time agreed that the paperwork produced to meet the initial requirements
of program budgeting was excessive. They noted that most of the effort was useless to
budgetary decisionmaking.
Other states interviewed during this review expressed similar concerns indicating that program budgeting always appears to require an excessive amount of resources
and time. Tennessee further stated that program budgeting in its model form overemphasizes the process. Like Virginia, many users of program budgeting have developed
more realistic requirements.

Some Statutory Requjrements
of Program Budgetjng Are No I,onger FoUowed

In recognition of the burden of the initial program budgeting requirements,
some changes were made by the 1981 General Assembly to reduce some of this
paperwork. The Code of Virginia (Section 2.1-398) was amended to simplify the use of
program budgeting and the budget process (Exhibit 2). This language is still in effect. It
requires that the Governor articulate his goals, objectives, and policies for each State
program, as well as the performance measures that will be used to monitor and evaluate
State services and programs.
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r - - - - - - - - - - - Exhibit 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Current Program Budgeting Requirements
in the Code of Virginia
"Within five days after the beginning of each regular session held in an evennumbered year of the General Assembly, the Governor shall submit to the
presiding officer of each house printed copies of a budget, based on his own
conclusions and judgment, containing the following:
A statement of the Governor's proposed goals, objectives, and policies

in the areas of administration ofjustice; education, including intellectual
and cultural development; individual and family services; resources and
economic development, including specific references to economic development and management of natural resources; transportation; general government, including therein or as separate categories areas of multiple
impact, such as telecommunications, energy, and urban development.
A statement organized by function, primary agency, and proposed appropriation item which sets forth: related programs and sources offunds for

appropriation items; current, requested, and recommended full-timeequivalent employment levels; costs to continue present services, and either
separately or in combination, the costs to provide for changed and new
services; services to be offered, recipients of services, and program
measures to be used in monitoring and evaluating services; service
attainments or lack of attainments and service terminations or reductions
for the biennium; and authority for services offered, such as federal or state

statute, or a discretionary inclusion."
Source: Section 2.1-398 of the Ccxk ofVirginia. Emphasis added (bold typel.

Beyond these statutory changes, the executive branch has further reduced the
number ofprogram budget requirements on State agencies. Not all the requirements still
in the Code of Virginia have been used systematically in the budget process since the
1982-84 biennial budget. During this review, little evidence was found ofthe systematic
implementation of the following program budgeting criteria since 1982-84:
• articulation of program goals and objectives;
• establishment of program priorities;
• monitoring and evaluating of programs and communication of
those activities;
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• use of performance measures; and
• articulation of program needs.
Rather, the executive branch appears to use some program budgeting criteria
when developing the budget addenda. For example, a DPB budget analyst will evaluate
selected addenda that are included as part of an agency's biennial budget proposal. The
analyst may identify alternatives, determine the priority of the addenda request, and
explain the program's goals and objectives. However, this same process is typically not
used when reviewing an agency's base budget.
During two early 1980s reviews of the implementation of program budgeting,
these same concerns were identified. In 1981, a report by a former staff member of the
Hopkins Commission determined that the areas of program budgeting not fully implemented by the executive branch were planning, policy and issue analysis, and program
evaluation.
In 1982, the Department of Management Analysis and Systems Development
(MASD) review ofDPB found concerns in four areas. These were the lack of program
analysis; the use of targeting; nonuse of program proposals (justifications) by DPB staff;
and limited review and evaluation, including program evaluation.
In addition, a review of budget documents confirms that after the 1982-84
budget document not all Code of Virginia requirements were being fulfIlled. As shown
previously in Exhibit 2, the Code ofVirginia specifies that certain items will be included
in the document. However, this review indicates that not all requirements, particularly
those required in order to be a program budget, have been included on a systematic basis
since the 1982-84 budget document (Table 2).
For example, the 1982-84 budget document included such program information
as recipients ofservices and program measures to be used in monitoring and evaluating
services. In biennial budget documents since then, this information has not routinely
been included. Similarly, program goals and objectives were included in each executive
budget document until the 1986-88 biennium. During the 1986-88 and 1988-90 biennia,
broad policy goals were included in the budget tabloid, a separate document. For 199092, few goals and objectives were clearly articulated.

yirginia's Process Has Evolyed into a Manageable Budgeting Process

When Virginia's process is assessed against professional literature and other
states' budgeting characteristics, it becomes clear that the State is for the most part using
an incremental process. Incremental budgeting is defined as the process whereby an
agency's previous year budget serves as its base for the next year and special attention
is usually given to a relatively narrow range of increases and/or decreases.
The executive branch establishes a base or target for each agency, assuming
that current programs are essential and the continued growth of existing activities and
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Table 2

I

i

Executive Budget Document Content Compliance with Code
Requiremenf

1982-84

1984-86

of Virginia

Biennium
1986-86

1988-90

1990-92

Statement organized by function, agency, and appropriation item which sets forth:

d. costs to continue ~ent services, & either separately or in combination, the costs to provide for
changed & new seMoos

f. S91Vice attainments or lack of attainments & servioa terminations or reductions for the biennium

""

o

•

•

•

•
•

Statement of the Govemor's proposed goals, objectives, and policies in the areas of:

b. education, induding intellectual and cultural development

tI

tI

•

tI..

d. resouroos and economic development, induding specific referenoos to eoonomic development and
management of natural resources

tI

tI

•

tI..

tI

tI

tI-

tI..

f. general government, induding therein or as separate categories areas of muhiple impact, such as
telecommunications, energy, and urban development
·Limhed use, not consistent throughou1 the document.
·"The1988-90 budget tabloid, "Virginia Leading the Way: included infonnation on poley goals.
···Included information on telecommunications only.
Source: Section 2.1·398 of the Code of Virginia and the executive budget documents for the 1982-84
through 1990-92 biennia,

Key:
.I •

Budget document complies whh
requirement

- Budget document does not comply
whh requirement

•
•
....

programs. In addition, through the use ofincremental budgeting attention is focused on
a relatively small portion of a budget - the change increment. Relatively little
examination of the programs comprising the base occurs. The strength ofincrementalism is that it focuses maximum attention on changes and does not dilute the review
process by revisiting each and every budget choice made in the past. The weakness of
incrementalism is that, over time, some of these past budget choices do need to be
revisited and incrementalism does not systematically identify where such review is
needed.
The lack of a program budgeting process and the reliance on an incremental
process is openly acknowledged by the executive branch:
• The Director of DPB as well as the deputy director for budgeting acknowledged that the State's budgeting process is essentially incremental.
• The 11 DPB budget analysts interviewed and their section managers stated
that the State does not use program budgeting in its model form.
• Nine of the 11 case study agencies said that the State uses incremental
budgeting.
Further, several legislative staff have also acknowledged that the executive budget at the
agency and State level is developed incrementally.
While the overall process is essentially incremental, some components of
program budgeting are still maintained by the executive branch. For example, there is
a useful statewide program structure for organizing similar operating programs and
activities. However, as mentioned previously, few participants in the process believe that
the State is using program budgeting. This is illustrated by the following comment from
a response to the JLARC survey of State agencies:
One of the biggest services DPB could provide is dealing once and for
all with program budgeting. If Virginia is going to use program
budgeting, then let's use it. Ifwe're going to continue to use incremental line-item budgeting, then let's at least admit that that's what we're
going to do and stop fooling around with all the unnecessary paperwork
we prepare and process to maintain the appearance that we're using
program budgeting.

Clarifying Legislatiye Intent Regarding Program Budgeting
Legislative intent regarding program budgeting could be clarified by amending
the Code of Virginia to remove the requirements that are too burdensome on State
agencies, keeping only those requirements that are key to gubernatorial and legislative
decisionmaking.
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The legislature could reaffirm its commitment to program budgeting, while still
recognizing the need for practical implementation by only including the following
components of program budgeting in the Code ofVirginia:
• identification of common efforts and services;
• appropriation offunds according to programs;
• identification of service attainments or lack of attainments (service attainments could include clients served or broader program evaluations); and
• articulation of program justifications, including goals, objectives, and the
authority for the program.

Recommendation (1). The General Assembly may wish to consider
clarifyinglegislative intent regarding executive budget development by amending Section 2.1-398(4) of the Code of Virginia to include only the following
requirements of program budgeting: identification of common efforts and
services; appropriation of funds according to programs; identification of
service attainments or lack of attainments; and articulation ofprogramjustifications, including goals, objectives, and the authority for the program.
While adoption ofthis recommendation would provide for more realistic budget
development requirements, other consequences of using incremental budgeting must
also be addressed.

CONSEQUENCES OF VIRGINIA'S APPROACH TO BUDGETING

Using incremental budgeting, by definition, has had certain consequences.
Agency budgets are no longer developed based on program needs and little consideration
has been given to rising costs, including inflation. Financial assessments of agencies'
base budgets have been routinely done, as have policy analysis and financial assessment
of addenda. However, program evaluation of the programs in base budgets has taken
place sporadically. Recent budget reductions appear to have forced the Department of
Planning and Budget and other State agencies to make choices between some existing
programs. There is no guarantee, however, that examination of base programs will
continue when revenues improve. Therefore, rigorous program evaluations of agencies'
base budgets need to be done on a systematic basis by targeting selected programs for
review during each biennial budget cycle.

Agency Base Budgets Are No I&nger Deyeloped Based on Program Needs
When program budgeting was implemented, it was envisioned that agencies
would develop their base budgets from a program perspective. They would identify and
prioritize their program needs and submit these needs to the Governor. The Governor
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then would weigh competing needs and detennine the amount offunding each agency
would receive to address its program needs. However, this "bottom-up" budget development process is no longer used.
During the mid-1980s, the executive branch fonnally adopted the methodology
of establishing an agency's biennial base budget by doubling the previous year's
appropriation to an agency - essentially an incremental process. This process is still
used. It begins with an agency's second year operating expense appropriation (Table 3).
DPB adds to this amount for items which were partially funded, while deducting amounts
for anyone-time expenses. This total is then multiplied by two to obtain the agency's
adjusted biennial appropriation. Finally, any compensation changes are added or
subtracted to the adjusted biennial appropriation. The resulting figure is the agency's
base budget.

Inflation Is Typically Not Addressed During Base Budget Development
Agencies do not receive funding for inflation as part of their base budget.
Instead, according to DPB, agencies must submit an addenda request to outline their
inflation requests. These addenda are not designed to request additional funds for
program needs but rather to maintain the current level of services. This is exemplified
in the Department ofMental Health,Mental Retardation, and Substance Abuse Services'
addenda request for 1990-92. The addenda reads:
The base budget for the Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation, and Substance Abuse Services contains no increase for nonpersonal expenditures during the 1990-92 biennium. This, of course,
is unrealistic since there will be inflationary increases .... Many nonpersonal costs are nondiscretionary and cannot be reduced ifservices
are to be provided to clients. Therefore, to meet inflationary increases
on non-personal line items, positions would have to remain unfilled
and client services decreased. Ultimately, this could jeopardize accreditation in the facilities.
Further, three of the case study agencies indicated that they had put in such
addenda requests and that those were only partially funded. Department of Education
personnel said that DPB had never told them they could put in addenda for inflation
(except for a postage increase for one year), while Department of Air Pollution Control
personnel believed that they were not allowed to submit addenda for that purpose. The
Department of Rehabilitative Services stated that their DPB analysts discouraged an
inflation addenda.
Agencies contend that the level funding ofnonpersonal services is taking its toll
on programs. Only two of the 11 case study agencies believe the programs in their bases
are fully funded, and these two agencies have their own dedicated nongeneral fund
revenue sources. The other nine agencies added that their programs were not fully
funded even before the recent budget reductions.
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r - - - - - - - - - - - - Table 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ,
Example of the Formula Used to Develop
an Agency's Base Budget
(Using the Department of State Police)

MEL"

Step jn Formula

CD

Second Year Operating
Appropriation

(2)

Additions to Appropriation

5

CD
CD

Subtractions from
Appropriation

2

Adjusted Second Year
Operating Appropriation

2,308

CD

Adjusted Biennial
Appropriation

2,308

o

Compensation Adjustments

(2)

BaaeBudget

2,305

N/A

2,308

'MEL - maximum employment level.
Source: Governor's Guidance Memorandum for 1990-92 Budget Development, Department of
State Police, May 8, 1989.

Five of the nine DPB analysts who were asked believed the lack of inflation
factors in base budget development has hurt general fund agencies in particular. The
other four analysts believed it has had a positive impact, making agencies look for
efficiencies.
According to the Secretary of Finance, including inflation in agency baae
budgets was stopped in the early 1980s because the inflation adjustment alone was
outpacing additional revenues. Further, the level-funding policy was adopted to
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encourage closer scrutiny ofthe base and identification oflow priority programs or needs,
according to the secretary.
Realistically, routinely including an inflation factor for all State government
programs would consume a large portion of any additional revenues, making that
funding unavailable for new initiatives or changing program needs. For example, over
the last decade, inflation increased by 57 percent. On the other hand, not acknowledging
the effects of inflation has resulted in diverting funding for new programs to support the
base, as shown in the following section.

Some Agencies IJse Additjonal Funding Receiyed
for New Programs or Staff to Majntajn Current Seaices

Case study agencies have indicated that they have been using funding they had
received in addenda for new programs or services to fund the programs in their base. In
all but one case where new programs were added in the case study agencies, the agency
received additional funding. Some of the funding may be diverted, however, to existing
programs as the following examples illustrate.

One agency administrator stated during an interview that his agency
"may get funding for new initiatives but not use it all for the new
initiatives. Two years ago, we got slapped on the wrist for being more
than one percent over our salary appropriation. The reason we were
almost two percent away was that we used the money in other ways. »

* * *
Another agency stated that in order to continue providing the current
level ofservices they keep the vacancy rate high so that they canpay their
bills. In addition, fiscal staffstated "in recent years there has been no
opportunity to file for it [inflation] . . .. If we would have had full
funding, we wouldn't need to use new full·time equivalent positions
[received through the addenda process] to survive.» They stated that
"you survive on turnover and vacancy.»

Ail a result, funds that the legislature thought were going to address one need may be used
for entirely different needs. In addition, information on program costs may not be
accurate.

prB Could Better Focus Its Efforts on
Programmatic Examjnation of Agency Base Budgets

DPB has outlined what the examination of base budget programs should
include. However, consistent with incremental budgeting, it appears that DPB has
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moved away from a programmatic examination of the base to a financial assessment of
the base. For example, DPB budget analysts verify that agencies are fully funding
personal services and they question funds budgeted for nonpersonal services at the line
item - not program -level. Four ofthe 11 case study agencies indicated their base had
been changed by DPB in the past. In only one of the four had the change resulted in
decreased funding. In none of the four were actual programs eliminated or extensively
modified by DPB.

Current Programmatic Examination ofthe Base by DPB is Episodic, Five ofthe
ten case study agencies whose fiscal staff had been in the agency during 1990-92 budget
development said that little interaction with DPB occurred on the base and that
interaction was mainly on their addenda request. Two agencies indicated that interaction varies from biennium to biennium. Two other agencies indicated extensive
interaction with DPB on their base; one indicated no interaction at all on their base. DPB
analysts' perception ofthis interaction was quite different from that ofthe agencies. Five
ofthe six analysts asked indicated that interaction with their agencies in 1990-92 budget
development was on both addenda and the base budget. Only one analyst said that the
interaction occurred only on addenda, although three of the five analysts that noted
interaction on both did say that it was mainly on addenda.
There have been areas over the last decade where DPB has conducted studies
that impacted funding decisions for base budget programs. For example, staffing studies
conducted in the mid-1980s in the mental health and corrections areas were instrumental in base budget development for these agencies. However, this type of review is not
done systematically. A fIle review of the working papers of DPB budget analysts who
were assigned to case study agencies during 1990-92 budget development confmned that
the examination of base budget requests was primarily financial in nature and the
outcomes ofcurrent programs were not routinely monitored or questioned. In addition,
it appeared that there was little questioning of program goals and objectives.

DPB Has Outlined What a Proerammatic Examination of the Base Should
Include. While DPB appears to be conducting episodic programmatic examination of
base budgets, the agency, in the early years of program budgeting, did outline what a
systematic programmatic examination of base budgets should include. The Commonwealth Planning and Budgeting System Manual, developed by DPB in the late 1970s,
outlined objectives and strategies for base budget review. The manual states that agency
budget requests should be reviewed for "program objectives and performance records"
and that "six basic questions mustbe answered." The six questions are: "( 1) does a need exist;
(2) how can the need be addressed; (3) what is the best way to address the need; (4) how much
will it cost to address the need; (5) how will the costs be financed; and (6) what is the priority
relative to other needs?"
The 1985 DPB Evaluation Section Handbook further outlined what DPB
evaluation of base budgets should do. It states that "the analyses undertaken [should]
address three key questions (1) are current policies and programs appropriate and
necessary government concerns; (2) are there alternative policies, programs, and activi-
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ties or approaches to management and organization which would be more appropriate;
and (3) are services providing results envisioned when they were established?"
Further, professional literature also provides insight into what an examination
of base budgets should include. It states that base budget review should be focused on
determining duplication of services, gathering reliable information that outlines the
effectiveness of programs, determining if the most efficient processes are being used to
deliver the programs, and determining whether the programs are still necessary. For
DPB to effectively evaluate base budgets, such a systematic approach is needed.

Recommendation (2). The Director of the Department of Planning and
Budget should develop an appropriate methodology for programmatic exami·
nation ofbase budgets. Programs could be targeted for review in each biennial
budget cycle, in consultation with the Governor's secretaries and House
Appropriations and Senate Finance committees. Further, the Director of the
Department of Planning and Budget should develop a training program for
budget analysts on the methodology for programmatic examination of base
budgets.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REVENUE ESTIMATES
AND BUDGET DEVELOPMENT
Revenue forecasting is a critical component of State budget development
because the Governor is required to submit a balanced budget to the General Assembly.
There is a clear and direct relationship between general fund revenues and budgeted
amounts. This relationship was best illustrated by recent budget reductions, when for
every declining revenue forecast, there was a direct budgetary response. The recent
interim forecast, fIrst recommended in the JLARe report, Revenue Forecasting in the
Executive Branch: Process and Models, has improved knowledge ofthe forecast's impact
on budget development.
Nearly 52 percent ofthe revenues generated by the State were from nongeneral
fund sources for the 1990·92 biennium. The relationship between the estimates for these
funds and budgeted amounts is not as direct as that for general funds. In fIscal year (FY)
1991, the difference between the statewide amount estimated and that collected was
more than $477 million.

Relatjonsbip Between General Fund Reyenue Estjmates
and the Budget is Clear

The general fund revenue forecast is closely related to budget development from
the time DPB begins to formulate the Governor's budget (during the fall) until the budget
bill is submitted to the General Assembly in January. Throughout the budget develop.
ment process, DPB receives informal updates of the State's revenue position from the
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Department of Taxation. These updates typically do not include a fIxed revenue point
estimate, but include a range that will most likely include actual revenue collections. The
Department of Accounts (DOA) also forwards revenue collection updates to DPB on a
monthly basis. In addition, DPB staffattend all meetings ofthe Governor's economic and
revenue-related advisory board meetings.
An example ofhow this has worked in the past was explained by the DPB deputy
director for budgeting.

During Governor Batiles' administration, DPB staff developed scenarios concerning agency addenda requests. They would prioritize
each addenda request as to whether it was a "must do, ~ "should do, ~
"could do," or "who cares~ addenda.
Then, when DPB was informed ofthe Governor's December 15 revenue
forecast in early to mid-December, they would recommend to the
Governor the addenda that were "must do's~ for funding .. [fthe forecast
indicated that revenues were still available after these addenda were
funded, DPB staff would recommend the "should do's~ and so forth
until most ofthe forecast was earmarked for base budgets or addenda
requests.
Declining revenues have not previously been a factor during agency base budget
development. However, the best way to determine if the relationship is clear is to
determine if timely budget reactions were made to adjust to declining FY 1990 and FY
1991 general fund revenue forecasts. JLARC's examination of the executive branch's
budgetary responses to the declining forecasts of fIscal years 1990 and 1991 show that
budgetary responses to changing general fund revenue forecasts have been timely.

Tbe Interim Forecast Cmdd Improye Know)cdve Qfthe ReJaUoDsbil1
Between Forecasts and Base Budgets

Based in part on JLARC's recommendation, Part Four, Section 4-1.04(aX4) of
the 1991 Appropriation Act now states:
During the period the General Assembly is not in regular or special
Session ... the Governor shall take no action to reduce general fund
expenditures or reduce allotments of appropriations on account of
reduced revenues, until such time as a formal written re-estimate of
general fund revenues for the current biennium prepared in accordance with the process specifIed in Section 2.1-393, Code of Virginia
has been reported to the Chairmen ofSenate Finance, House Finance,
and House Appropriations Committees.
In accordance with the intent of this section and Item 766.3 of the Act, Governor Wilder
presented an interim forecast on August 23,1991.
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The DPB deputy director for budgeting has indicated that the interim forecast
did not necessarily provide DPB, the secretaries, or the Crllvernor with more revenue
information. According to the deputy director, the Department ofTaxation traditionally
provides DPB with a technical update of the revenue forecast each year in September
after updated personal income figures are released.
However, the interim revenue forecast did provide the General Assembly, State
agencies, and the public access to revenue information that would otherwise not have
been available to them. The fact that a formal re-estimation was required ensured that
revenue information was shared openly at a time when State agencies were uncertain
about additional budget reductions for the current fiscal year. The majority ofthe case
study agencies indicated that the information from the interim forecast was beneficial
(seven of 11 agencies).
The interim forecast, however, appears to be oflimited use to agencies in 199294 budget development, since the Appropriation Act only required the forecast to be of
the current fiscal year. Therefore, it only indicated to agencies that as ofAugust 1991 no
further budget reductions would be necessary for FY 1992, but did not provide them with
an outlook for the upcoming biennium. It would have been more helpful if an update of
the revenue forecast for the upcoming biennium had been required. This would have
ensured maximum utilization ofthe State's forecast effort and facilitated planning by the
General Assembly and State agencies during times of reduced revenues.

Recommendation (3). The General Assembly may wish to amend Part
Four, Section 4·1.04(a)(4) of the Appropriation Act to require a formal reo
estimation of general fund revenues for the current and next biennia.
Estjmatjng NongeneraJ Funds Varies TbmughQ1Jt tbe State

Estimating revenues is not an exact science. Unlike the general fund forecast,
there is no model that will allow a central executive branch agency to estimate all ofthe
State's nongeneral fund revenues. Therefore, as part of budget development, agencies
are required to annually estimate the amounts and sources of all nongeneral fund
revenues they anticipate receiving. These estimates can vary significantly from actual
collections. The statewide FY 1991 nongeneral fund estimate was more than $6.5 billion
while actual collections were more than $7 billion - a seven percent difference of
approximately $477 million (Table 4). In FY 1990, this difference was more than $435
million and, in FY 1989, it was approximately $103 million.
The differences in part can be attributed to varying estimating practices used
by State agencies. Examples ofthe difference between estimates and collections for case
study agencies are shown in Table 5. For example, according to the 1989 Appropriation
Act, the Department of Rehabilitative Services (DRS) estimated that it would receive
more than $45.7 million in nongeneral fund revenues for FY 1990 programs. However,
the department actually received more than $50.8 million.
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------------Table 4------------

Comparison of Statewide Nongeneral Fund
Estimates and Collections
FY 1989

FY ]990

FY ]991

Amount Estimated
Amount Collected

$5,780,055,163
5,883,972,964

$5,884,930,460
6,320,131,182

$6,545,149,213
7,022,469,976

Difference

$ 103,917,801

$ 435,200,722

$ 477,320,763

2%

Percent Difference
Source:

7%

7%

JLARC analysis of 1988, 1989, and 1990 Appropriation Acts and Commonwealth Accounting
and Reporting System (CARS) Report Trial Balance of General Ledger Accounts for FY 1989
through FY 1991.

------------Table5------------

Selected Examples of Variations in Nongeneral
Fund Estimates and Collections
(Fiscal Year 1990)

Agency*

APC
DED
DOE
DMHMRSAS
DRS
ODU

Amount
Estimated

Amount
Collected

Amount of
Djfference

$ 3,015,706
677,000
10,949,900
16,570,700
45,729,967
53,152,280

$ 2,420,230
1,1l2,053
12,585,861
4,417,097
50,846,032
56,111,558

($ 595,476)
453,053
1,635,961
(12,153,603)
5,116,065
2,959,278

Percentage
Djfference
(19.8%)
66.9
14.9
(73.3)
11.2
5.6

• APC - Department of Air Pollution Control; DED - Department of Economic Development; DOE Department of Education; DMHMRSAS - Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation, and
Substance Abuse Services; DRS - Department of Rehabilitative Services; and ODU - Old Dominion
University.
Source: JLARC analysis of 1989 Appropriation Act and CARS Detail Net Revenue Fund Reports for
year ending June 30, 1990.
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Conversely, the Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation, and Substance Abuse Services estimated that it would collect more than $16.5 million in
nongeneral funds during FY 1990. However, the agency only collected $4.4 million, a
negative difference of more than $12.1 million.
Part of this difference can be attributed to the different estimating practices
used by agencies. Some case study agencies stated that they were conservative in making
their nongeneral fund estimates because they wanted to maximize the amount ofgeneral
funds they were appropriated. Other agencies purposely overestimated their nongeneral
funds so they would not have to gain DPB approval for spending any additional funds
they may receive during a fiscal year. Others overestimated in order to obtain matching
general funds.

Dr» Is Not Systematjcally Reyjewing
and Verifying NongeneraJ Fund Estjmates

Part Four, Section 4.1-05 ofthe Appropriation Act requires DPB to review and
verify the accuracy of agency nongeneral fund estimates as part of budget development.
Five of the nine DPB budget analysts whose case study agencies estimated nongeneral
funds stated during interviews that they did not evaluate the accuracy of, or the
methodology used by, their assigned agencies to estimate nongeneral funds. The DPB
deputy director for budgeting stated that time restrictions prevent a thorough analysis
of all nongeneral fund sources and estimates by DPB budget analysts.
Further, all but one ofthe DPB analysts asked indicated that they did not review
agency nongeneral fund revenue reports and compare them to the agency's estimates
during the fiscal year. Because DPB is not systematically evaluating the accuracy ofthe
estimates, executive branch accountability concerning nongeneral funds is lessened.
The General Assembly also may not be receiving the best information possible on which
to make budgetary decisions. One result is that budgetary control may be lost by the
legislature.

Recommendation (4). The Director of the Department of Planning and
Budget should comply with Part Four, Section 4.1-05 ofthe Appropriation Act
by ensuring that the accuracy ofall agency nongeneral fund revenue estimates
are routinely reviewed and evaluated.
There Are Problems in Comparing Estimates and Collections
Because of the Way Data Are Collected
JLARC staff could not easily estimate variances in the nongeneral fund
estimates and collections at the agency level because of the way revenue information is
collected and reported on the Commonwealth's Accounting and Reporting System. For
example,
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Unclaimed property receipts provide the Department of the Treasury
with nongeneral funding each year for administering the unclaimed
propertyprogram. The remaining amount, net ofclaims, is transferred
to the Literary Fund. For FY 1990, the Appropriation Act amount for
the department was approximately $1.6 million, the amount necessary
for the department to administer the program. The CARS year-end net
revenue fund report for the department, however, indicates that the
department received approximately $14.6 million in revenue - a
difference of 819 percent. This amount was the total collected from
unclaimed property receipts - both the amounts needed for administering the program and that going into the Literary Fund.

* * *
The Department ofFire Programs is funded through an assessment on
licensed insurance companies collected by the State Corporation Commission. For FY 1990, the Appropriation Act estimate for the department was approximately $10.3 million. The CARS year-end net
revenue fund report indicates that the department received only $97,604
in revenues for the year. According to the fiscal director of the
department, the revenue collected from the insurance companies is
treated as a transfer instead ofrevenue.

This information is necessary so that legislative and executive budget officials
can have access to accurate information on the differences in nongeneral funds estimated
by agencies and those actually collected. The Department of Accounts and the Department of Planning and Budget have a task force which was established to resolve such
problems.

Recommendation (5). The Department of Accounts and the Depart·
ment of Planning and Budget through the DOA·DPB Task Force should
examine ways to improve the reporting of nongeneral fund revenues to ensure
that accurate comparisons of agency estimates against collections can be
made. The Director of the Department of Planning and Budget and the State
Comptroller should report the findings of this examination to the House
Appropriations and Senate Finance committees prior to the 1993 General
Assembly.
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III. Budget Execution
Once monies have been appropriated by the General Assembly, the execution
phase of the budget process begins. Budget execution is the implementation of policies
and expenditure of funds in accordance with the budget enacted by the General
Assembly. Execution is the responsibility of the Governor, central agencies, and line
agencies. A sound budget execution process should allow executive branch officials
enough flexibility to react to changed circumstances or unforeseen events, yet apply
adequate controls to ensure that legislative intent regarding the types and levels of
expenditures is followed. This chapter examines the adequacy of executive branch
discretion in budget execution and assesses incentives for good financial management by
agencies.

FLEXIBILITY IN BUDGET EXECUTION IS GENERALLY APPROPRIATE

The Code ofVirginia (Section 2.1-387) authorizes the Governor to be "the chief
planning and budget officer of the Commonwealth." Consistent with this statute, the
executive branch has been given considerable flexibility to react to budgetary changes
required after the Appropriation Act has been enacted. JLARC staff's examination of
these budget execution activities indicates that legislative intent has been followed in
most areas and, in general, the amount offlexibility granted by the General Assembly is
warranted.

Goyernor Bas Reen Granted Considerable Flexjbjljty for Budget ExecutioD

The Appropriation Act specifies that the Governor may withhold, increase, or
transfer appropriations within some limitations. The Governor is also authorized to
approve deficit financing for State agencies. In addition, the Governor can withhold
allotments in the event general fund revenue forecasts are not met. This is consistent
with the Governor's power to "ensure that no expenses be incurred which exceed total
revenues on hand and anticipated" conferred in Article X, Section 7 of the Constitution
ofVirginia.

Authority to Withhold Funds, The 1991 Appropriation Act gives the Governor
authority to withhold funds when program evaluations conclude that expenditures are
not warranted or when client service or workload levels of appropriated amounts differ
from the ones used to set appropriations. The 1991 Appropriation Act, however, limits
total reductions in any agency to 15 percent of their total appropriation. The Governor
can also withhold general fund appropriations in agencies ifnongeneral fund revenues
exceed the agency estimates.
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AuthQrity tQ Increase Appropriations. The G>vernor also has been granted
authority to increase appropriations. According to the 1991 Appropriation Act, the
G>vernor can reappropriate and reallocate general fund appropriations not expended at
the end of the fIrst fIscal year (FY) into the second year of a biennium. Under certain
conditions, unexpended nongeneral fund appropriations may be reappropriated and
allocated from one fIscal year to the next.
The Department of Planning and Budget (DPB) can transfer appropriations
from the second year to the fIrst for an agency under certain circumstances. DPB's
director can also authorize increases to an agency's appropriation when additional
nongeneral fund revenues are received from the sale of surplus property, insurance
recovery, gifts, grants, donations, and other sources of nongeneral fund revenues.

Authority to Transfer AppropriatiQns. The executive branch also has the
authority to transfer both funding and positions, within certain constraints delineated
by the legislature, granted to it in the Appropriation Act. The Act gives the Director of
DPB authority to transfer appropriations within a State agency or between agencies "for
a closely and defInitely related purpose." The 1991 General Assembly limited this
authority to 15 percent ofthe appropriation. The 1991 Appropriation Act specifIes that
the director must fIrst "determine that the transfer effects the original intention of the
General Assembly in making the appropriations."
AuthQrity tQApwQve Deficit Funding. Finally, Part Four of the Appropriation
Act authorizes the G>vernor to approve defIcit funding for agencies that meet one ofthree
conditions. These conditions are (1) an unanticipated federal or legal mandate is
imposed; (2) sufficient funds are unavailable in the fIrst year of a biennium to begin a
General Assembly-approved action; or (3) a delay in action may result in a substantial
increase in cost or lost benefIt (again, for a legislatively approved activity). However, the
Act does not allow authorized defIcits for capital projects or ifthe problem could have been
"foreseen while the General Assembly was in session."
In One Case, Goyernor's Actions to Wjthhold Appropriations
During Recent Budget Reductjons May Have Violated 14egjsJatjye Intent

During FY 1990 and FY 1991, legislators raised concerns that the G>vernor's
withholding of appropriations from the Department of World Trade may have violated
legislative intent. Based upon review ofthe CQnstitution Qrvirginia, the Code Qrvirginia,
the 1990 Appropriation Act, and opinions ofthe Attorney General, JLARC staffcould not
locate any specifIc legal basis for the G>vernor's closing ofthe department by withholding
all appropriations to it. The G>vernor, on the other hand, has cited the authority in the
Appropriation Act that states funds can be withheld from agencies based on program
evaluations.
In the 1991 Session, the General Assembly curtailed some of theQQvernor's
.
authority to withhold appropriations, partly in response to the G>vernor's action
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concerning the Department of World Trade. Key changes in the 1991 Appropriation Act
(Chapter 723) effecting this authority are listed in Exhibit 3.
These changes appear to appropriately clarify legislative intent in this area.
The Governor has stated, however, that he views the change prohibiting the withholding
offunds until General Assembly approval of reorganization plans as unconstitutional.
None ofthe participants in the dispute have sought legal remedy, so a final resolution of
the difference appears unlikely at this time.

Executiye Branch Appropriatjon Transfers
',argely Comply Wjtb Legislative Intent

Once the General Assembly appropriates monies, the executive branch allots
the amount of funds available for spending by each State agency. Some differences
between the spending authority granted agencies by the General Assembly (the appropriation) versus the spending authority granted by the executive branch (the allotment)
are to be expected. (See Exhibit 4 for definitions of these terms.)
It appears that the executive branch generally complies with legislative intent
when transferring appropriations. Further, the changes made to the Governor's transfer
authority during the 1991 General Assembly Session appear to be ineffective in limiting
this authority, if that was the intent.

-----------Exhibit 3 - - - - - - - - - - -

Additional Limits On Governor's Authority
to Withhold Appropriations Adopted
in 1991 Appropriation Act (Chapter 723)
Removed the Governor's authority to withhold funds for expenditure based on a finding
that the appropriation is in excess of the amount necessary for the purpose.
Revises the authority of the Governor to withhold appropriations based on program
evaluations or input factors. Act also specifies 15 percent limitation, a written program
evaluation, and 45 days notification of the proposed withholding.
Prohibits withholding offunds based on reorganization plans until such plans have been
approved by an act of the General Assembly or in accordance with Section 2.1-8.3 et. al.
of the Code ofVirginia.
Source: JLARC analysis of 1990 Appropriation Act (Chapter 972) and 1991 Appropriation Act
(Chapter 723).
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------------Exhibit 4 - - - - - - - - - - -

Deimitions of Terms Used in Budget Execution
Appropriation: The authority granted by the General Assembly to make expenditures
and incur obligations for a specific purpose.
Allotment:

The portion ofan appropriation which is made available to an agency for
expenditure or encumbrance during the fIscal year by the executive
branch.

Source: JLARC analysis of professional literature and the Commonwealth Planning and Budget
System Manual.

Some Variation is to be Expected in Agencies. Some variation should be expected
simply because the Appropriation Act amount listed in Part One ofthe Appropriation Act
for each agency (the agency total) does not reflect additional funds appropriated to an
agency by the General Assembly in other parts ofthe Act. For instance, a central account
in Part One ofthe Act may contain appropriations that the General Assembly designated
for distribution to agencies for salary regrades. The Appropriation Act may also include
language to reduce State agency appropriations. DPB is responsible for calculating and
allotting these individual amounts to each State agency. This amount would therefore
be an addition or subtraction to the total agency amount listed in Part One of the Act as
the example shown in Table 6 illustrates.
Variation Between Appropriations and Allotments Was Examined, For the FY
1990 total operating budget, the variation in the funding initially appropriated to State
agencies and the fmal amount allotted to them totalled more than $1.2 billion (Table 7).
To determine ifthis variation was consistent with legislative intent and that all transfers
were accounted for, JLARC staffexamined the transfers of appropriations for FY 1989
and FY 1990 in 88 State agencies that had a great deal ofvariation between their initial
appropriation and their fmal allotment. More than 1,900 transfers, totalling more than
$321 million, were examined.

Overall, executive branch appropriation transfers were consistent with legislative intent as expressed in the Appropriation Act and transfers did account for the
difference between appropriations and allotments in all agencies. An examination of
transfers in these agencies show that the majority of transfers are for technical- not
policy - reasons. When DPB analysts do have a question regarding whether a transfer
would be consistent with legislative intent, they frequently ask staff of the House
Appropriations and Senate Finance committees for advice and guidance. Only one
transfer was found to be inconsistent with legislative intent. The transfer appears to
have violated Appropriation Act language and may have masked a program defIcit. This
transfer (for $60,028) accounted for less than two-tenths of one percent of the dollar
amount of those examined.
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------------Table 6------------

Example of the Difference between
an Agency's Appropriation
and Its Allotment (Fiscal Year 1990)
(Using the Department of Youth and Family Services)
Total Amount of Fundjng
Appropriation Listed in Part One of Act (agency total)

$89,252,152

Total Appropriation Authority Granted in the Act

$95,359,138
$ 6,106,986
6.8%

Difference in Part One and Total Authority
Percentage Difference

$96,903,550

Allotment to Department by DPB
Difference in Allotment and Part One
Percentage Difference

$ 7,651,398
8.6%

Difference in Allotment and Total Authority
Percentage Difference

$ 1,544,412
1.6%

Source: JLARC analysis of Program Budgeting System (PROBUDl data.

- - - - - - - - - - - - Table 7 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Difference Between Appropriations and Allotments
(Total Operating Budget) for FY 1989 and FY 1990
IT 1989

IT 1990

Appropriation Act*
Allotments

$11,383,357,205
12 250 478 335

$11,836,496,890
13053433564

Difference between
Act and Allotment

$

$ 1,216,936,674

867,121,130

'Includes all monies appropriated by General Assembly.
Source: JLARC analysis of PROBUD data.
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Changes Made to Transfer Authority Nlpear to be Inef[ectille. In the 1991
Session, the legislature limited executive branch authority to transfer appropriations
"for a closely and definitely related purpose" to 15 percent of the appropriation. The 15
percent limitation on transfers has not been effective in limiting the executive branch's
transfer authority, if that was the intent. As a July 1, 1991, memorandum toDPB budget
analysts from their director notes, the authority exists for the transfer of a large
appropriation in a series of 15 percent increments. In addition, none of the DPB budget
section managers interviewed believed that the 15 percent limitation would have an
impact on the State agencies in their assigned secretariats.
Are-examination oftransfer activity in the 44 agencies for both FY 1989 and FY
1990 revealed that only systems of agencies (the Department of Corrections; the
Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation, and Substance Abuse Services; and
the Virginia Community College System) would have been impacted by the 15 percent
limitation if it had been in effect. Most of the transfers in systems are for technical
reasons.
In addition, "a closely and definitely related purpose" can be subject to interpretation. As one DPB budget analyst stated during an interview, "a closely and definitely
related purpose has been interpreted as anything within the same functional area of
State government." Therefore, the 15 percent limitation does not appear to have an effect
on possible policy decisions made by the executive branch. It appears that the limitation
may impair technical adjustments that are necessary during budget execution.

Recommendation (6). The General Assembly may wish to consider
amending Part Four, Section 4-1.03(a)(l)(a) of the Appropriation Act to delete
the language "up to 15 percent" or strengthen the language to effectively
restrict transfers if that was the original intent.
ReportingofNQugeneraJ Fund Appropriation Increases

Needs to Be Improyed
Accurate budgetary information is essential for legislative oversight, particularly when additional nongeneral funds are received for creation of new programs. It is
also essential for accurate accounting of all nongeneral funds flowing into the State.
Significant amounts of additional nongeneral fund revenues are routinely received by
agencies during the fiscal year. (Problems with estimating these funds were discussed
previously in Chapter II of this report.)
In FY 1991, an additional $477 million in nongeneral funds over the estimate
were received. If agencies receive additional nongeneral funds that exceed the amount
specified in the Appropriation Act, they must request that their appropriation be
increased and have the request approved by DPB. Interviews with DPB analysts
confirmed that these requests are rarely denied.
Historically, it has been difficult to estimate or even determine the total amount
of additional funds coming into the State, particularly at the agency level. JLARC staff
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reviewed appropriation increase requests for five of the 11 case study agencies who
reported the receipt of additional nongeneral funds during FY 1989 and FY 1990 (Table
8). More than $24 million in additional nongeneral funds were received by these five
agencies during the two-year period.
Because these additional funds are collected during the fiscal year, the General
Assembly may not be aware that they were received orspent by agencies. Most additional
funds are received for approved programs. In some cases, however, these additional
funds can be for new programs, as the following examples illustrate.

During FY 1990, the Department of Rehabilitative Services received
more than $1.1 million from the federal government for a new program
in assistive technology.

* * *
During FY 1989, the Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation, and Substance Abuse Services received more than $800,000 from
the federal government for a homeless persons demonstration project.

------------Table

8------------

Additional Nongeneral Funds Received
by Selected Case Study Agencies*
(Fiscal Years 1989 and 1990)
Additional Nongeneral Funds
Received During Fiscal Year
FY ]989
FY 1990

Agency

Department of Corrections

$

0

$ 147,590

Department of Mental Health, Mental
Retardation, and Substance Abuse Services

$ 3,557,234

$3,286,884

Department of Rehabilitative Services

$ 9,071,021

$5,283,282

Old Dominion University

$ 1,920,503

$ 648,216

Virginia Department of Transportation**

$

248000

$14,796,758

TOTAL

"Funds beyond the amount specified in the Appropriation Act.
"*Does not include bond or toll proceeds.
Source: JLARC analysis of case study agency and DPB data.
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$

0

$9,365,972

Statewide figures on the additional amounts of nongeneral funds allocated to
agencies have not been readily available. With DPB's recent conversion to the Form 27/27A
Automated Transaction System, a statewide amount could be determined and transmitted to the General Assembly at the end ofthe current fiscal year using this automated
system.

Recommendation (7). The General Assembly may wish to consider
amending Part Four, Section 4-8.01 of the Appropriation Act to require the
Governor to report annually on the receipt of additional nongeneral funds,
their sources, and the amounts for all State agencies. In addition for the 1994
Session of the General Assembly, the Department of Planning and Budget and
the Department of Accounts should conduct a study to identify sources of
nongeneral fund revenue that might more appropriately be included in the
general fund.
CENTRAL CONTROLS PROVIDE ADEQUATE SAFEGUARDS
DPB and the Department ofAccounts (DOA) both have significant responsibilities for ensuring that legislative and gubernatorial intent is followed during the
expenditure of State funds by agencies. Consistent with their responsibility, both DOA
and DPB place financial controls on agencies. While there are some weaknesses in
central controls, for the most part, they have been recognized and are being addressed.
Overall, the central controls do supply adequate assurance that legislative intent
regarding expenditures is carried out.

Central Financial Controls Apnear Adequate

The Department of Accounts is responsible for overseeing the expenditure of
State funds and the movement of cash into, and out of, the State treasury. DPB is
responsible for controlling appropriations and allotments. Both agencies ensure that
State laws, policies, and procedures are followed by State agencies during budget
execution.
DOA authorizes the payment of all bills owed by State agencies. Before these
bills are authorized, DOA staff review the bills and payment vouchers to ensure that
State policies and procedures have been followed during the expenditure. Every State
agency has some of its payment vouchers reviewed by DOA DOAreviews the agencies
on a rotating basis so each agency's vouchers are examined during four, two-week periods
during a fiscal year and are otherwise examined on a sample basis. DOA also reviews all
travel vouchers. In some cases, these audits reveal that State funds are not being
expended appropriately.
A higher education institution submitted a voucher to DOA to pay for
a trip toanout-of-state theme park for 33 underprivileged children. The
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institution included an «excellent rationale» for why State funds should
be used to pay for the trip, according to the assistant comptroller.
However, when the assistant comptroller reviewed the list ofchildren,
he recognized some last names on the list. Upon further research, DOA
found that many of the 33 children were those ofprofessors, former
presidents, or other high-level staffofthe institution. The payment was
denied.

* * *
Another agency requested permission to pay for the air fare of an
employee's spouse. The agency has a policy of not requiring its
employees to stay away from home for more than two weeks even ifthe
assignment requires additional time. The employee agreed to stay three
weeks to complete the assignment if the agency would pay to fly the
spouse to visit. Therefore, the agency wanted to fly the spouse to the site
of the assignment. DOA notified the agency that payment for the
spouse's air fare would violate State travel regulations.
State agencies, DOA, and DPB all identified areas in which central controls
could be improved. In most cases, improvements are either under way or are being
planned. Further, there do not appear to be areas in which further improvements to
central controls are necessary to ensure the appropriate expenditure of State funds.

Some Controls Cmdd be Further I,oQsened

Central controls have been relaxed by the General Assembly for selected
agencies. These areas include the decentralization of public records in two higher
education institutions and the control of transfers between agencies within systems.
Decentralization of records could be expanded to additional agencies. Controls over
transfers within systems ofagencies, despite legislative approval, have not been loosened
by the executive branch. In addition, Section 2.1-224 of the Code ofVirginia should be
amended to end the requirement for quarterly allotments.

Decentralization of Financial Records Succeedine Where Used. The General
Assembly in the 1991 Appropriation Act authorized the decentralization ofpublic records
in two pilot agencies - Virginia Polytechnic and State University and the University of
Virginia. This decentralization allows DOA to delegate to these agencies responsibility
for retention ofcertain fmancial documents, including all back-up materials for payment
vouchers. The intent as stated in the Act is "to foster institutional flexibility and reduce
processing costs." The General Assembly has asked that an evaluation of the pilot
program include "an assessment of additional opportunities for further delegation of
central accounting functions with the objective of realizing greater operational efficiencies in this area."
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Both the Auditor ofPublic Accounts (APA) and comptroller have stated that the
pilot is succeeding. DOA staff have indicated that successful expansion of decentralization will reduce their workload, lessen the amount of duplication between agencies and
DOA, free up storage space, and reduce their operatingcosts. The comptroller would like
other agencies granted the same privilege and case study agencies have expressed
interest in having this responsibility.

Control qf Transfers Between Agencies Within Systems Needs to be Lessened.
Currently, fiscal staff of systems of agencies and the DPB budget analysts assigned to
them must spend time and resources on simple, technical adjustments. The General
Assembly in the 1990 Appropriation Act (Chapter 972) granted systems of agencies the
authority to make appropriation transfers without DPB's prior approval. However, DPB
has not yet promulgated the written guidelines to implement this activity as required by
the Appropriation Act.
In Chapter V of this report, JLARC staff recommend one agency code for
systems in the operating budget, which would end the problem of transfers in systems
of agencies. However, in the event that recommendation is not adopted, DPB should
promulgate the written guidelines called for in the Appropriation Act. This would reduce
the unnecessary work required in budget execution for the systems of agencies.

Recommendation (8). If there is not one agency code designated for
systems of agencies in the Appropriation Act, the Director of the Department
of Planning and Budget should promulgate the written guidelines that would
allow systems of agencies to make operating budget appropriation transfers
without DPB's prior approval.
Quarterly Allotnumt Requirement Should be Deleted from Code of Vjrginja.
Section 2.1-224 of the Code of Virginia states that no agency's appropriation can be
allotted for expenditure "until the agency shall submit to the Director ofthe Department
of Planning and Budget quarterly estimates of the amount required for each activity to
be carried on, and such estimates shall have been approved by the Governor." This
requirement is no longer used by the executive branch because automation and program
budgeting have made it unnecessary. Agencies are typically allotted funds for expenditure on an annual basis, at the beginning of a fiscal year.
Case study agencies, whose budget personnel were with the agency when
quarterly allotments were required, noted the extra paperwork and the time their use
required. The DPB deputy director for budgeting and the comptroller both noted that the
quarterly allotments no longer served a necessary purpose since expenditures can be
reconciled and monitored on the Commonwealth's Accounting and Reporting System by
agencies on a daily basis. In addition, the comptroller requires agencies to reconcile their
internal accounting records with those of DOA on a monthly basis.
According to a 1989 National Association of State Budget Officers study, 24
states do use a quarterly allotment system to control agency expenditures. However, the
majority ofthese states do not use program or incremental budgeting. They use either
line-item or lump-sum budgeting.
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Requiring the executive branch to return to quarterly allotments would burden
agencies, DPB, and DOA with little benefit. It would also require additional time by DPB
analysts on execution duties, already 25 percentoftheir time. Agencies' fiscal staffwould
have additional work, as would DOA staff. Therefore, the current practice of annual
allotments should be continued and the Code of Virginia amended to reflect current
practice.

Recommendation (9). The General Assembly may wish to consider
amending Section 2.1-224 of the Code ofVirginia to reflect the current practice
ofannual allotments. The requirement for quarterly allotments and estimates
should be deleted.
AGENCY FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT APPEARS SOUND
According to Section 2.1-20.01: 1 ofthe Code ofVirginia, agency directors are "to
be responsible for all expenditures pursuant to appropriations." This responsibility was
further reiterated by the Hopkins Commission when it recommended the concept of
decentralized financial management in the mid-1970s.
During Governor Robb's term (1982-86), agency financial accountability and
decentralization were again emphasized and a formal evaluation system was instituted
for agency directors, including evaluation of their fmancial management. During
Governor Baliles' term (1986-90), financial management standards were recommended
for implementation in all State agencies by the Governor and authorized by the General
Assembly. These fmancial management standards were only implemented for the
institutions of higher education. In addition, agency directors continued to be formally
evaluated by the Governor's secretaries. Some agency directors are being evaluated on
their financial management during this administration, and this type of evaluation
should be applied to all directors.
As a result of the financial management standards, institutions of higher
education receive an additional financial benefit from practicing good financial management that other State agencies do not receive. One result has been that some agencies
see little incentive to conserve funds that will ultimately revert to the State treasury at
the end ofthe fiscal year. In FY 1991, DPB notified agencies that they would be allowed
to carry-forward their unexpended general fund balances, as a one-time measure.
According to DOA, this one-time incentive was used to help build end-of-year cash
balances. Many agencies changed their spending practices to take advantage of the
carry-forward. Financial management standards and incentives should be implemented
for all State agencies.

Agency Financjal Management Is Generally Sound

The responsibility for good financial management rests with agency directors.
In general, this review found that agency financial management is sound and State funds
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are spent appropriately. Agencies have internal financial controls to help ensure that
they practice sound fmancial management. In addition, agencies appear to carefully
monitor their expenditures and there do not appear to be common financial management
problems.

Internal Controls are Generally in Place Within Aeencies. The comptroller
requires that State agencies have internal financial controls in place. Ofthe 11 case study
agencies, nine had policies and procedures in place to control the expenditure of funds.
The two that did not were the Department ofEducation and the Department ofEconomic
Development. JLARC and the APA have recently outlined the results of the lack of
internal controls in these agencies.
During the 1990 review ofthe Department ofEconomic Development,
JLARC stafffound instances in which funds were spent out ofincorrect
program appropriations. For example, the Software Productivity
Consortium (SPC) was paid $8,444 from the industrial development
services program appropriation. The Appropriation Act specifies that
payments to the SPC are to be made from the administrative and
support services program appropriation.

* * *
During the FY 1990 APA audit of the Department of Education,
violations of State procurement laws were found. These included
letting contracts for more than $660,000 without asking for bids and
entering into a $536,000 contract to buy future software, which violates
both the Appropriation Act and State procurement laws that require
competitive procurement.
Both ofthese agencies are currently in the process of developing appropriate policies and
procedures to control the expenditure offunds.
During interviews, case study agencies were asked if there were any areas in
which their internal fmancialcontrols needed improvements. Six ofthe 11 indicated that
there were. These areas included payroll, fixed assets, grants, contract administration,
and federal grant cash management. Agencies appear to be aware of their financial
management weaknesses and are working toward correcting them. As one agency
stated:
While internal controls and financial management policies and procedures are in place and understood by our fiscal staff, they need to be
personalized for agency-wide use. Our role to agency staffis the same
as DOA's is to us. We need to provide them training and understanding
of what is required of them to ensure sound financial management.

Agencies Appear to Closely Monitor Their Expenditures. The case study
agencies were asked during interviews how they monitor their expenditures. All
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agencies are required to reconcile their internal accounting records with those ofDOA on
a monthly basis. In addition, the 11 agencies conducted budgeted versus expended
analyses at least on a monthly basis. This monitoring was done at the cost center or lineitem level within the agency and necessary actions were taken to correct any problems
as the following examples illustrate.

The Department ofMental Health, Mental Retardation, and Substance
Abuse Services central office budget staff review expenditures by all
sections within the department on a monthly basis. If expenditures
appear to be exceeding the budgeted amount or previous years' expenditures, a meeting is held to determine the cause and what corrective
action is necessary.

*

* *

At the beginning ofeach fLScal year, budget management guidelines are
sent to all vice-presidents, deans, and department chairs at Old Dominion University. To ensure that these guidelines are met, monthly letters
are sent if the university controller's monthly review indicates problems. Ifthe staffdo not correct theirperformance, the supervising vicepresident is informed. Ifthe vice-president does not correct the problem,
the president is informed. In addition, staffare formally evaluated on
their ability to manage their finances each year.
There Do Not Appear to Be Common Financial Mana~ment Problems within
A review of the APA audit reports for the last five fiscal years for the 11 case
study agencies revealed no common agency-based fmancial management problems. The
two common audit points raised by APA staffwere fixed assets and payroll. The APA has
indicated that these concerns must first be addressed by DOA.

A~ncies.

IJniformity Needed in Eyaluating Financial Management Pedormance
of Agency Djrectors

All agency heads should receive some formal feedback on their financial
management performance. According to the case study agencies (with the exception of
Old Dominion University) no formal evaluations of their directors have been completed
during this administration. Presidents ofhigher education institutions are evaluated on
their financial management by their boards of visitors. The secretaries of fmance and
health and human resources do have financial management goals and objectives for their
agencies' directors.
Uniform evaluations of directors, including their financial management, have
been done during past administrations. Because agency directors are not covered by the
Virginia Personnel Act, there is no statutory requirement that agency directors be
evaluated. Therefore, agency directors do not have to be evaluated on their financial
management. To ensure continued sound financial management, the Governor's
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secretaries should develop a uniform mechanism for evaluating their agency directors on
their financial management.

Recommendation (l0). The Secretary ofAdministration in conjunction
with the Secretary of Finance should develop a uniform system for evaluating
the financial management performance of agency directors.
There Are Few Incentiyes for SQund Fjnancial Management
for MQst Agencies

Since 1988, the Appropriation Act has authorized the use of management
standards for all State agencies. Meeting these standards would allow agencies certain
benefits, including carry-forward of unexpended funds. Without the benefit of these
incentives, State agencies realizing financial savings by improving the efficiency oftheir
operations have historically seen these savings revert to the general fund. The result has
been that some State agencies, even in times of budget reductions, have maintained a
"use itor lose it" philosophy ofspending as much as possible before the end ofa fiscal year.
While there is anecdotal evidence of this activity, no State agency contacted during this
review wanted to go "on record" and detail this activity.

Management Standards Are Not In Place For All State Agencies. Part Four,
Section 4-1.06 of the Appropriation Act allows management standards to be prescribed
by the Governor for all State agencies. However, the Governor has not prescribed these
standards for all State agencies. Management standards for higher education have been
used since 1988. These standards are as follows:
• an unqualified audit opinion by the APA;
• no significant audit deficiencies as attested to by the APA;
• compliance with financial reporting standards endorsed by the State
Comptroller;
• attainment of accounts receivable standards; and
• attainment of accounts payable standard.
By meeting these standards, higher education institutions will receive the following
benefits during the current fiscal year: (1) reappropriation of a portion of unexpended
education and general fund balances; (2) retainment of 100 percent of the proceeds from
the sale ofsurplus property; and (3) the ability to exceed the maximum employment level
(provided that the 12-month average for the fiscal year does not exceed that level).
According to DOA, the amount offunds that higher education institutions meeting these
stan.dards were authorized to carry-forward was approximately $825,000in FY 1991 and
$3.2 million in FY 1990. According to the Director ofDPB and the Comptroller there is
no reason why the standards could not be implemented for other State agencies, as the
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General Assembly intended. If the higher education institutions' management standards were applied to all executive branch agencies for fiscal year 1990, it appears that
66 of 100 State agencies would have met these standards (Table 9).

Some Case Study Agencies Indicated that Financial Incentives Would Chanee
Their Svendin{lPatterns, As noted earlier, one result of the lack of incentives for State
agencies has been that they are tempted to spend as much as possible at the end of the
fiscal year. If money is saved by economies and efficiencies in one area, they might spend
the money in another area to keep it from reverting at the end of the year and potentially
from elimination from their base altogether. Ten of the 11 case study agencies do not
typically have reversions at the end ofa fiscal year, and if there is a reversion it is usually
less than one percent. To benefit agencies, DPB notified agencies that unexpended
balances would not be reverted to the general fund at the end ofFY 1991. While the
reasoning for this was to help the State build year-end fund balances in FY 1991, carryforwards could be routinely used as an incentive for State agencies to practice better
financial management. When asked if the benefits received from achieving the financial
management standards would change their spending practices, eight ofthe 11 case study
agencies answered that they would.
Financiallncentives the General Assembly May Wish to Consider. Case study
agencies were asked what types of financial incentives would be appropriate. The
incentives cited included being able to carry-forward a percentage of unexpended fund
balances; allowing encumbrance offunds for specific purposes; and allowing reprogramming of base budgets. These incentives are similar to those already in place for higher
education institutions and in other states.

------------Table 9------------

Application of Financial Management Standards
to All State Agencies
Number of Agencies
Who Met Standard

Standard
Unqualified audit opinion
No significant audit deficiencies
Compliance with financial reporting standards
Attainment of accounts receivable standard
Attainment of accounts payable standard

79
79

81
66

88
N= 100

Source: JLARC analysis of APA and DOA data for FY 1990 and FY 1991.
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State agencies which meet the standards could be allowed to carry-forward their
unexpended balances up to two percent of their general fund appropriation, as the
Appropriation Act currently allows. For FY 1992, agencies were able to carry-forward
unexpended balances to help them address the budget reductions. Case study agencies
viewed this as an incentive to save that could be continued.
Some case study agencies indicated that it is difficult to save large sums of
dollars during one fiscal year for such purchases as computer equipment or other
expensive items because of unexpected expenses. Seven of the 14 other states interviewed allow agencies to encumber funds between fiscal years. Six of the seven require
these funds to be encumbered by agencies for specific purposes such as the purchasing
of computer equipment. Several case study agencies also viewed the opportunity to
reprogram their base, without fear of automatically losing base budget funding, as
another financial incentive that could be considered.

Recommendation (11). The General Assembly may wish to consider
requiring the executive branch to implement the financial management standards that are currently outlined in Part Four, Section 4-1.06 of the 1991
Appropriation Act. In addition, the General Assembly may wish to consider
allowing agencies the following incentive options: encumbrance of
unexpended funds for specified purposes and the ability to keep a portion of
funds from the reprogramming of their base budgets.
Recommendation (12). The Secretary of Finance should study additional incentives for sound financial management, especially for agencies with
significant amounts of nongeneral funds. The Secretary should report his
findings on these incentives to the House Appropriations and Senate Finance
committees prior to the 1993 Session of the General Assembly.
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IV. Evaluation
While the amount of evaluation and the number of executive and legislative
agencies conductingevaluations has increased since the mid-1970s, the numberofformal
program evaluations being conducted by the executive branch is still relatively limited.
Because of seemingly limitless needs and finite resources, it is important that
decisionmakers have objective information readily available to assist them in choosing
between new or changing needs and established programs. In addition, established
programs should be evaluated to ensure that they are operating as efficiently and
effectively as possible.
The General Assembly, in adopting program budgeting, tried to ensure that
these choices, and the evaluation needed to make them, would occur as partofthe budget
process. Formal legislative intent as stated in the Code of Virginia requires the
Department ofPlanning and Budget (DPB) to evaluate agency programs to ensure their
efficient and effective operations. Further, the Code ofVirginia requires the establishment and monitoring of performance measures as part ofthe executive budget process.
In part because incremental budgeting is used, the majority ofevaluations being
conducted are financial assessments, policy analyses, or organization and management
reviews. (These different types of evaluation are defined in Exhibit 5.) In addition,
performance measures are not used in the majority of State agencies and their development for base budget programs is not currently required by the executive branch.
However, the current Director ofDPB is planning to develop performance measures with
State agencies on a pilot basis. Legislators or their staff should be given the opportunity
to participate in this effort.

EXECUTIVE BRANCH EVALUATION IS LIMITED
While DPB does conduct evaluation, the types of evaluation are generally
financial assessment or policy analysis. For the most part, agency base budgets and the
programs that comprise them are evaluated from a fmancial perspective by DPB budget
analysts. In addition, the efforts ofDPB's evaluation section have not focused ordinarily
on program impact or effectiveness.
Some State agencies do conduct evaluations ofthe programs funded as part of
their base budgets. During this biennium, additional agencies were forced to conduct
program evaluations because of budget reductions. However, this information is
typically not reported to budgetary decisionmakers, and there is no guarantee that
evaluations would continue when revenues improve.
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------------Exhibit 5------------

Definitions of Types of Evaluations
Financial assessment:

Organization and
management evaluation:

A systematic examination of actual or proposed financial
transactions, made either before (pre-audit) or after (postaudit) their fmalization.

Studies and assistance to agencies on organization procedures and systems which result in recommendations for
improving the efficiency and increasing the productivity of
organization operations.

Performance evaluation:

The results of programs and expenditures are judged by
whether or not they met expectations. Two important
aspects of performance evaluation are the creation of
criteria (performance measures) against which program
results can be measured and the development of a system
for collecting the needed data on program results.

Policy analysis:

The systematic study of the directives by which management delineates the overall direction ofgovernment activities within a specified functional area.

Program evaluation:

The systematic study of programs to define and/or review
their goals and objectives, to determine the resources
required, and tojudge whether the programs are effective
and are accomplishing their objectives.

Source: JLARC analysis of professional literature.

DPB does not currently require that performance measures be developed for
programs included in agency base budgets. While some State agencies use performance
measures as a management tool, the majority do not develop them or fmd them useful
in budget development or evaluation.

Eyaluation by DPB Budget Analysts Has Budgetary Imnact,
But l.jttJe of U Focuses Qn Programs

In 1975, the General Assembly adopted program budgeting, putting in place a
mechanism for evaluation of State programs. At the same time, the General Assembly
established the Department of Planning and Budget and charged it with evaluation
duties.
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Section 2.1-391 ofthe Code ofVirginia details several evaluation duties for DPB.
These include the following:
• developing and directing an integrated policy analysis, planning, and budgeting process;
• conducting policy and program analysis for the Governor;
• continuously reviewing the activities ofState government, focusing on budget
requirements in the context ofthe goals and objectives set by the Governor and
General Assembly; and
• monitoring the progress of agencies in achieving the goals and objectives.
Evaluation is an on-going activity in DPB's five budget sections. The evaluation
that does occur appears to be fmancial or policy analysis in nature. For example, DPB
budget analysts recalculate agency base budget personal services requests. For addenda,
on which the majority of evaluation emphasis is placed during budget development, the
evaluation may include both financial and policy evaluation. These evaluations are
professionally done and have a budgetary impact. However, DPB budget analysts are not
typically or regularly examining the efficiency or effectiveness of base budget programs.
This is evident in three ways.
First, the average percentage of time 10 DPB budget analysts assigned to the
case study agencies spent on program evaluation was eight percent (Figure 2). Second,
the standard position descriptions for two of the three professional levels of budget
analysts do not include program evaluation as a chiefobjective ofan analyst. Third, DPB
budget analysts typically are not assigned to the same agencies through one entire
biennial budget cycle. Consequently, limited time is available for analysts to develop
knowledge of agency programs. Therefore, analysts' ability to evaluate program
efficiency and effectiveness is limited. (Concerns about the continuity of DPB analysts
assigned to State agencies will be discussed further in Chapter VI.)
Recently, DPB has made changes that would reduce the amount of time budget
analysts spend on execution activities. Consequently, DPB analysts could spend more
time on program evaluation. This redirection ofeffort should not adversely affect budget
execution. For example, requests for appropriation transfers are time-consuming
execution activities, but are very rarely denied, even after review by DPB budget
analysts.

DPB Eyaluation Section's Efforts Focus on PoJicy Analysis

The role ofDPB's evaluation section, according to the section's manager, is to
provide high quality analysis ofState programs, services, or issues. The evaluations that
are done use professional research methods and generally have a budgetary impact. As
shown in Exhibit 6, however, few program evaluations have been performed during the
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r - - - - - - - - - - - - Figure 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Percentage of Time
DPB Analysts Spend on Job Activities
17% Budget Appropriation

10% GubematoriaV
Secretarial &.wort

~~~~~<- 9% capital Budgating
8% Program Evaluation

25% Budget Execution

3% Regulatory Review

Note: Percentagee do not add to 100 due to rounding.
Source: JLARC interviewe with DPB budget analyete, July-Auguat 1991 (N=10).

last five years. This is in contrast to the thousands of operating programs administered
by State agencies. For example, one base budget program in the statewide program
structure for the Department ofEducation, grant and loan administration, includes 100
distinct operating programs or activities. One reason for the lack ofprogram evaluations
has been that the evaluation section's efforts have been directed by the Governor's
secretaries and legislative mandates toward policy analysis studies.
The need for additional program evaluation by DPB's evaluation section and
budget staff is acknowledged by the current director. (In addition, according to the
director of DPB, some program evaluations have been done that remain confidential
working papers. For example, the evaluation section has taken the lead on a downsizing
study across State government, which is not yet public.) As the director stated during
interviews, "program evaluation needs to be beefed up and will be as resources become
available. The budget process does not give enough attention to performance outcomes.·
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-----------Exhibit 6 - - - - - - - - - - -

Examples of Studies Led by DPB Evaluation Section
Type ofEyaluatjon

Program

sumecttrjtle

• A Study of Secondary Vocational Education
(Phase 11)(1989)
• A Review of the Commonwealth's Industrial
Employee Training Program (1987)

Policy and/or Staff Support

• Governor's Commission on Educational
Opportunity for All Virginians (1990)
• Governor's Commission on Prison and Jail
Overcrowding (1990 and 1991)
• Implementation of Children's Residential
Services Recommendations (1991)
• A Study ofIndigent Defense Systems in
Virginia (1989)

Organization and Management

• Health and Human Resources Secretariat
Consolidation (1991)
• Staffing the Division of Child Support
Enforcement (1988)
• Staffing and Treatment in Adult Psychiatric
and Geriatric Facilities of the Virginia
Department ofMental Health and Mental
Retardation (1987)
• Staffing the Virginia State Library and
Archives (1989)

Source: Department of Planning and Budget listing, March 1991.

Program Eyaluation by State Agencies is Varied

As part of this review, the 11 case study agencies were questioned about their
internal evaluation activities. All 11 indicated that some type of evaluation was
conducted on an on-going basis. The types of evaluation ranged from staff performance
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evaluations to the development of, and adherence to, a comprehensive plan. The
following examples show the range of evaluation activity.

The Department ofPersonnel and Training indicated that it inter nally
evaluates its own performance through staffevaluations. Individuals
are evaluated on how their programs are functioning but the evaluations are not directly tied to the budget.

*

*

*

The Department ofFire Programs establishes performance standards
and objectives for its programs. Strategies for meeting the standards
and objectives are established by the Virginia Fire Services Board and
the director every two years and coincide with the development ofthe
agency's biennial budget. Programs are assessed against these standards and objectives.
Eight of the 11 agencies indicated that they had also been evaluated by an
outside organization. However, at least half ofthese evaluations were ofadministrative
activities such as staffing, procurement, or accounting. In addition, four of the eight
agencies indicated that the evaluations were conducted by a legislative entity.
Nine of the 11 case study agencies stated that they do conduct program
evaluations of their own activities. During this biennium, it appears that some State
agencies conducted additional program evaluations in order to address the revenue
shortfall and budget reductions. On the JLARC survey of State agencies, 41 percent of
the agencies stating that the recent budget reductions had a positive impact on their
agencies specifically cited the additional program evaluations as the positive aspect.
However, these evaluations tended to be largely informal.

Performance Measures Are Not Routinely Used in the Budget Process
When adopting program budgeting in 1975, the General Assembly also required
the development, reporting, and monitoring of performance measures as part of the
budget process. Section 2.1-398 ofthe Code ofVirginia requires the Governor to include
performance measures to be used in monitoring and evaluating services. DPB is charged
with monitoring State programs against these performance measures.
Performance measures can range from simple "clients served" and other output
measures to more complex program effectiveness measures. While some ca~e study
agencies have an active performance measurement system in place, others do not.

The Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) has established
performance measures for its programs. These measures are used when
determining costs for the upcoming biennium and reflect the priorities
of the six-year transportation plan. For example, for the secondary
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maintenance program, performance measures in the department's
1990-92 proposal included the following:
• place 658,048 tons ofpatching material,
• clean 37,488 miles ofditches, and
• control vegetation of90,571lane miles ofroadway.

. . .
At:cording to staffofthe Department ofEducation, the agency did not
have establishedperformance measures for its programs through 199092 budget development. Therefore, performance measures have not
been a part oftheir budget process to date. However, the department is
currently developing such measures for future use.

AB part of the JLARC survey of State agencies, 88 State agencies provided
information about their use of performance measures. AB shown in Figure 3, only 26
percent responded that performance measures were included in their 1990-92 budget
proposal. However, an additional 21 percent of the State agencies surveyed indicated
they use performance measures as part oftheir internal budget process but do not report
them to DPB. The State agencies using performance measures indicated that they found
them "somewhat useful" in developing their budget.
While DPB instructed agencies to provide "quantifiable strategy statements or
verifiable program measures" in their 1990-92 budget proposals, DPB did not take any
action if they were not included. Only three case study agencies routinely included

. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - F i g u r e 3-------------,

Use of Performance Measures by State Agencies
Perfonnance Measures
Included in Biennial
Budget Proposal

Performance
Measures
Not Used

Performance Measures
Used to Develop
Internal Budget But
Not Reported to DPB

Source: JLARC survey of State agencies, summer 1991 (N=88).
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measures in their proposals. Therefore, the majority of these DPB analysts could not
have evaluated program performance using these measures. Further, eight of the 11
DPB budget analysts interviewed did not know whether their assigned case study
agencies had established performance measures for their programs.

EXECUTIVE BRANCH EVALUATION SHOULD BE INCREASED

The identification of a lack ofprogram evaluation in the executive branch is not
new. Three previous studies concerning the budget process also identified the need to
strengthen program evaluation.
DPB, consistent with its Code ofVirginia responsibilities, should take the lead
on strengthening the executive branch's program evaluation activities in two ways: (1)
the DPB evaluation section should conduct more program evaluations of selected
programs to determine their efficiency and effectiveness; and (2) DPB budget analysts
should more routinely perform program review ofagencies' base budgets. State agencies
should provide DPB with support so that it can perform these evaluations. This support
could range from providing information or resources to sharing internal program
evaluations with DPB staff.
Further, DPB and State agencies should begin to develop performance measures for State programs and activities for use in budgeting. Because of concerns with
their use, however, these measures should be developed on a pilot basis.

Preyjous Executiye Branch Stydjes Haye Recommended
Strengthened Program Evaluation

Three previous reviews of the executive budget process have recommended
more program evaluation by the executive branch or noted the lack ofprogram evaluation
as a serious weakness. The first study in 1978 found that budget reviews have "focused
less on programmatic information than fiscal details and good program planning has
been less encouraged and rewarded than it should have been."
The second study, conducted in 1981, concluded that the components of the
program budgeting process that had not been fully implemented by the executive branch
were planning, policy and issue analysis, and program evaluation. This report stated
"careful consideration should be given to the tradeoffs between devotion ofstaffresources
to detailed budget execution as compared to the evaluation function."
The third study was cornpleted by the Department ofManagement Analysis and
Systems Development (MASD) in 1982. This review found that DPB's Code of Virginia
responsibilities concerning program analysis and review and evaluation were not being
fulfiiJed. In addition, DPB displayed an "ambivalence" toward program evaluation
according to the MASD report.
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DrB Could Stmngtben Its Program Eyaluation Activities

Strengthening ofDPB's program evaluation activities could be accomplished in
two ways. First, the evaluation section could spend more time conducting program
evaluations. DPB's evaluation section resources have often been dedicated to providing
analytical staff support to gubernatorial or secretarial commissions. While the articulation of policy is important and has a budgetary impact, the evaluation of current
programs and services is also necessary so that decisionmakers can be assured that
legislative intent is being followed, that program goals are being met in an efficient
manner, and that State programs are effective.
Second, DPB budget analysts could also increase the amount oftime they spend
on program evaluation when reviewing agencies' base budgets. This type ofreview would
be focused on determining duplication of services, gathering reliable information that
addresses the effectiveness of programs, determining if the most efficient processes are
being used to deliver the programs, and determining whether the programs are still
necessary. Details about this type of review are presented in Chapter II of this report.

Recommendation (13). The Director ofthe Department ofPlanning and
Budget should ensure that more of the evaluation section's effort is directed to
program evaluations of existing State programs.
Agencies CmJld Provide Resources for Program Eyaluations
State agencies could work with DPB to conduct more program evaluations.
Agencies could provide information and resources for this activity. This type of
collaboration was recently undertaken by DPB and VDOT for an organizational study.
In addition, when agencies conduct internal evaluations oftheir own programs,
these evaluations could be shared with DPB. During interviews with the case study
agencies, agencies were asked if they report the information and findings they uncover
during internal program evaluations. Only four of the 11 said they shared these with
DPB routinely. However, two additional agencies not sharing the information with DPB
currently said it would not influence the way their evaluations were conducted. For
example, one agency deputy director stated:
We should constantly 'tweak' organizations. If you do this, then you
can fine tune them without a major upheaval. There's not a knee jerk
reaction. And if the agency is the one evaluating and 'tweaking' they
should be proud to share what they have learned about their programs.
Eight ofthe 11 case study agencies stated that two positive aspects ofthe recent
budget reductions were that they forced them to evaluate their base budget programs and
that DPB allowed agencies to determine where the budget reductions should be made.
However, there is no formal mechanism in place in the executive branch that requires
agencies to continue this level of program evaluation when revenues improve.
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Three case study agencies are increasing the resources they dedicate to internal
evaluations. These agencies are the Department of Education, the Department of
Economic Development, and the Department of Rehabilitative Services. The analyses
generated by these agencies, and similar ones in other agencies, should be used by DPB
to augment its program evaluation activities.

Recommendation (14). The Directorofthe Department ofPlanningand
Budget should assess ways that agency program information and evaluation
resources can be used by the department to increase its program evaluation
activities. In addition, State agencies should share the information and
findings they collect during their own internal program evaluations with the
department.
Pedormance Measures Should be DeyelQped on a Pilot Basjs

Performance measures, when used, can increase program accountability and
help decisionmakers determine the efficiency and effectiveness of programs. Many
national budget experts believe that performance measures will become a standard and
routine part of all state budget processes. However, national organizations and other
states have had problems in developing these measures.
The Secretary of Finance and the Director ofDPB have been key proponents of
efforts by national groups to develop performance measures for state governments. The
Director ofDPB is interested in working with Virginia's agencies to develop performance
measures for evaluating their base budget programs. She envisions that this effort would
be a pilot project in selected agencies over the next several years. While this pilot should
be conducted by the executive branch, the legislature should have the opportunity to
participate.

Performance Measures HaveAdvanta~s. Performance measures can increase
accountability and can be used to determine the efficiency and effectiveness of State
programs. Other advantages of performance measures include:
• enhancing decisionmaking about program and policy priorities;
• forcing logical thinking and careful examination of a program's functions;
• requiring effective, performance-oriented program management; and
• focusing agency management on providing substantive program
performance.

While Many Bud~t Experts Cite Advanta~s. They Also Cite Problems. The
Nati!lnal Association ofState Budget Officers (NASBO), under the leadership of Virginia's
Secretary of finance and budget director, recently coordinated an effort by some states
to develop performance measures for tourism, child support enforcement, and mental
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retardation programs and budget agency operations. However, this effort met opposition
when the developed measures were presented. The opposition was based on a lack of
agreement on a defInition of performance measures, on what type of performance
measures should be used, and on the utility ofcomparing programs across states because
of policy differences. As a result, NASBO is not planning on taking an official position
in the next few years on the use of performance measures in the budget process but
instead will be encouraging states to try them on a pilot basis.
The Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB), which is designated
to establish standards of fmancial accounting and reporting for government organizations, has encouraged states to experiment with performance measures. GASB has also
recently developed suggested measures for such areas as higher education, economic
development, and mass transit. However, this effort has also met with opposition.
Virginia's comptroller indicated during an interview that most state comptrollers'
interest is directed at the development of performance measures for fInancial management, similar to those already used by Virginia for higher education institutions.
Comptrollers are not supportive of evaluating and reporting program performance as
part of their own yearly fInancial reporting requirements, he said.
DPB conducted a survey in 1990 ofthe 49 other states to determine what types
ofperformance measures are being used and their usefulness. According to this survey,
33 states are currently using some type of performance measures. However, only 13
states used performance measures that would evaluate the performance of state
programs. During this review, JLARC staff interviewed legislative budget directors in
fIve of these 13 states. Two of the fIve indicated that performance measures were not
useful in their budget process. The other three states described the measures as
somewhat useful.

Additional Disadvantaees at Usine Performance Measures Have Been Cited.
Professional literature, other states, and national studies cite additional disadvantages.
One frequently cited disadvantage is that for some programs quantitative measures have
not been effectively developed or used. Therefore, other types of evaluation tools would
have to be used to conduct an accurate evaluation of the program. For example,

The Virginia Department ofTransportation commissioner stated during an interview that "performance measures are a useful internal
management tool." However, he is concerned with making them an
.external budget process tool because "they cannot replace program
evaluation -going behind the measure to determine why the program
has changed or is a problem."
A 1990 national survey reported to GASB indicates that agency directors in other states
have a similar concern. Only four of the 222 agency directors surveyed believed that
performance measures should be included in an agency's published budget.
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Other disadvantages of performance measures identified include:
• they do not guarantee greater control of agency spending;
• their costs in terms of time, money, and resources can be high;
• budget changes (such as reductions) can make comparisons of
performance measures over time misleading; and
• they can be misused, becoming the focus of agency activities
instead of a program's broader goals and objectives.

The Executive Branch ShQuld InVJJlve the Legislature in Its Attempt to Develop
Performance Measures fQr Base Budget Proeroms. Experts in this area suggest that in
order for performance measures to be used appropriately in the budget process, the
legislature should be involved in their development. Reasons for legislative involvement
include the following:
• ensures use of performance measures in budgetary decisionmaking;
• helps to focus the direction of programs and public policy; and
• ensures that program activities that are being conducted are
fulfllling legislative intent.
Legislative involvement in other states has taken a variety offorms, as shown
in the following examples.

In SQuth Carolina, perfQrmance measures are nQt included in budget
requests but are a mandated part Qfthe annual repQrtingprocess tQ the
legislature.

* * *
In FIQrida, the legislature prescribes the perfQrmance measures tQ be
included in the gubernatQrial and agency budget requests.

* * *
In Texas, the performance measures used by the executive branch must
be apprQved by the legislature befQre they can be used. AlsQ, any
changes, deletiQns, Qr additions tQ the current perfQrmance measures
must be legislatively approved.
Two concerns about legislative involvement in performance measures have
been' raised during this review. First, the development and monitoring of performance
measures is typically a time-consuming and resource-intensive task, particularly diffi-
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cultfor citizen legislators. Second, agencies in other states have raised concerns that this
involvement would invariably lead to reductions being made to agency budgets when
measures were not achieved, even if there were legitimate reasons for not meeting the
measures.

Recommendation (15). The Directorofthe Department ofPlanning and
Budget should proceed with her plans to develop performance measures for
some base budget programs on a pilot basis. The opportunity to participate in
the pilot exercise should be provided to legislative committees or their staffs.
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Information Provided to the General Assembly

The executive budget process should ensure that legislative decisionmakers
have adequate time to examine the Governor's budget and adequate information on
which to base decisions. Relative to other states, the General Assembly has substantially
less time for consideration of the executive budget. Several options are proposed that
would provide the General Assembly with more time to review the executive budget.
Further, evidence suggests that accurate and timely information is being provided by the
executive branch concerning agency budget proposals. However, some State agencies are
being denied the opportunity to submit addenda that they deem necessary and appropriate.

TIME THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS TO CONSIDER
THE EXECUTIVE BUDGET IS LIMITED

In general, legislators in Virginia have approximately half the amount of time
to examine the executive budget document as their counterparts in other states. This
issue has prompted considerable legislative activity during 1990 and 1991.
Three options have been identified by JLARC staff that would provide legislators with more time to examine the executive budget. Each of these options has certain
advantages and disadvantages. Based on its relative advantages, the General Assembly
may wish to amend the Code ofVirginia to require an earlier submission ofthe executive
budget to the General Assembly.

The General Assembly Has I.imjted Time to Consjder the GoyernQr's Budget
The General Assembly has only 8.5 weeks to consider the executive budget in
an even year (60-day Session). This amount oftime is approximately half the 16.5 week
average for state legislatures (Figure 4). Only legislators in five states have less time to
consider the executive budget.
Further, the General Assembly has approximately half the time to consider the
executive budget as similar states - states with citizen legislatures and biennial budget
processes (Figure 5). State legislatures using a biennial budget process (21 states) have
an average of 17.4 weeks to consider the executive budget, compared to Virginia's 8.5
weeks. Citizen legislatures (39 states) have an average of 15.5 weeks to examine the
executive budget, compared to Virginia's 8.5 weeks.
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.-------------Figure 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

States Compared for Length of Time
the Legislature Has to Consider
the Budget Bill
4OWeeka,----------------------------,

30 Week.

-------------------------------------------------------

20 Week.

10 Week.

(VIrginia: 8.5 Weeks)
Source: JLARC analysis of Legislative Budget Procedures in the 50 States: A Guuu t<> Appropriations
and Budget Processes, National Conference of State Legislatures; and follow-up contacte with
legislative staffin other .tate•.

Them 18 I&ViRJatjye Interest jn Additjonal Time

There has been considerable legislative interest in the amount of time the
General Assembly has to consider the executive budget. JLARC staff, in a presentation
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r------------Figure 5-------------,

Comparisons of State Averages for
Budget Consideration Times
(by Type of Budget Period
and by Type of Legislature)

Biennial vs Annual
Budget Period

Full-Time vs
Citizen Legislature

21.2 Weeks
17.4 Weeks
15.8 Weeks

15.5 Weeks

---~

(Virginia: 8.5 Weeks)

(21 Slales) (27 Slales)

(9 Slales)

(39 Slales)

Source: JLARC analysis of Legislatiue Budget Procedures in the 50 States: A Guide to Appropriations
and Budget Processes, National Conference of State Legislatures; State Legislatures, National
Conference of State Legislatures; and follow-up contacts with legislative staff in other states
(two states did not provide information).

to the JLARC Subcommittee on the Executive Budget Process in October 1990. reported
that earlier submission ofthe executive budget to the General Assembly would afford the
legislature more time to consider the executive budget without requiring a constitutional
change.
House Joint Resolution (HJR) 440, as agreed to by the House and Senate in the
1991 Session, proposes amending Section 6 of Article IV ofthe Constitution ofVirginia
to allow recess periods during the legislative Session not to exceed a total of 14 days with
the approval of a majority of the members elected to each house. If this legislation is
approved by the 1992 General Assembly, it will be submitted to the voters for ratification
in November 1992.
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It is also likely that the amount oftime Virginia legislators have to examine the
executive budget will be considered as part of Senate Joint Resolution 166, which
requests the JointRules Committee ofthe House ofDelegates and Senate to study certain
aspects of the legislative process and reconvened Sessions. This resolution specifically
requests that the study address the legislative calendar, including the desirability of
providing for recess periods during the legislative Session.

Optjons for Increasjng Time Have Relative Adyantages and Djsadyantages

There are three options for increasing the amount oftime the General Assembly
has to examine the executive budget. These options are not mutually exclusive.
Depending upon how they are implemented, the additional time provided could benefit
the House Appropriations and Senate Finance committees, the budget conferees, or the
General Assembly as a whole. Each option has certain advantages.

The Options, The first option is requiring an earlier submission of the executive
budget document and budget bill. The Code ofVirginia would have to be amended to require
an earliersubmission. Section2. 1-398 ofthe CodeofVirginia currently requires the Governor
to submit the executive budget "within five days after the beginning ofeach regular session
held in an even-numbered year of the General Assembly." Section 2.1-399 of the Code of
Virginia requires that the Governor submit to the General Assembly "at the same time he
submits his budget, copies ofa tentative bill for all proposed appropriations ofthe budget
... which shall be known as 'The Budget Bill'."
The second option would be to extend the length ofthe legislative Session. The
Constitution of Virginia would have to be amended to allow for session extensions of
longer than 30 days. Section 6 of Article IV of the Constitution of Virginia states:
... no regular session of the General Assembly convened in an evennumbered year shall continue longer than sixty days; no regular
session of the General Assembly convened in an odd-numbered year
shall continue longer than thirty days; but with the concurrence oftwothirds of the members elected to each house, any regular session may
be extended for a period not exceeding thirty days.
The third option is to have a recess during the legislative Session. An
amendment to the Constitution ofVirginia could be required because legislative Sessions
are limited to 60 calendar days in even-numbered years and 30 calendar days in oddnumbered years. (Thirty-day extensions are available for each and theoretically could
be used to extend the session for a budget-related recess.) There are two possible
amendments which would allow a recess to occur. The first possible amendment would
be to insert language that would exclude a recess from the 60- or 30-day Session limits,
such as HJR 440 proposes. This type of amendment also was recommended by the
Hopkins Commission in 1974. The second possible revision would be to change the
calendar day restriction to a "legislative day" restriction, with legislative day being
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defined as any day the Senate or the House would be in Session. Either ofthese would
allow a recess during the Session to occur.

Relative Advantaees and Disadvantaees ofthe Options. JLARC staffdeveloped
eight criteria to determine the advantages and disadvantages of the three identified
options (Table 10). The criteria include:
• the provision of more time for budget examination;
• whether this time is dedicated to budget review;
• whether a constitutional change is required;
• impact on the concept ofthe citizen legislature;
• the relative cost;
• relative burden on State agencies;
• impact on the State's current budget development timeframe; and
• impact on the number of gubernatorial amendments.
Although each option has advantages and disadvantages, the option with the
most advantages is an earlier submission of the executive budget. This option has five
ofthe eight criteria as advantages. This option provides the General Assembly additional
time that can be exclusively dedicated to review of the budget, does not require a
constitutional amendment, and would provide additional time at a low relative cost
without causing hardship to the legislature. Any mid·to-late December date chosen for
the submission would have these advantages. The disadvantages of an earlier submis·
sion of the executive budget would be that it would require an alteration to the State's
budget development timeline and may cause more gubernatorial budget amendments to
be filed.
Both of the other options have several important disadvantages. While
potentially providing extra time to the legislature for executive budget review, they do
not ensure that the additional time would be spent on budget·related matters. In
addition, one would clearly require an amendment to the Constitution ofVirginia and the
other may require such an amendment.
Requiring a December 20 submission of the executive budget document also
would provide significantly more time for the General Assembly to consider the executive
budget. A December 20 submission would afford the General Assembly between 18 and
31 additional days to examine the executive budget. These extra days would provide the
General Assembly with a total of between 11 and 12 weeks to consider the budget.

Recommendation (16). The General Assembly may wish to consider
amending Section 2.1·399 of the Code ofVirginia to require the submission of
the Governor's budget on or before December 20. A similar change could be
made to require the Governor's amendments to the biennial budget by this date
in even·numbered years.
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. - - - - - - - - - - - - - T a b l e 10 - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Advantages of Options to
Increase the Time the General Assembly
Has to Consider the Executive Budget

Would Not Increase Gubernatorial
Budget Amendments

Key:-----------...

V' -

Option provides advantage

? . Option may provide advantage
depending on implementation

Source: JLARC analysis based on interviews with case study agencies, Department of
Planning and Budget, and staff of the House Appropriations and Senate Finance
committees.
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ACCURATE AND TIMELY INFORMATION IS PROVIDED
CONCERNING AGENCY BUDGET PROPOSALS
Despite concerns raised by agencies and legislative staff, it appears that the
Department ofPlanning and Budget (DPB) does not alter agency budget proposals before
providing them to the House Appropriations and Senate Finance committees. In
addition, DPB has provided copies to these committees in a timely manner.
Currently, the Appropriation Act requires that agencies submit their budget
requests or requests for amendments to the chairmen of the House Appropriations and
Senate Finance committees upon request. Agencies do not directly submit their budget
proposals to these committees. Instead, DPB has agencies submit extra copies to DPB,
which it then forwards to the House Appropriations and Senate Finance committees
without alteration. Since this practice is now customary and appears to address the
needs of all parties involved, current practice should be formalized in the Appropriation
Act.
The Appropriation Act, however, does not require that amendment proposals be
forwarded to the legislature. Legislative staff indicated that while they received copies
ofthe 1991 amendment briefs, they had to formally request some agency reduction plan
amendments from DPB. The General Assembly amended the Appropriation Aet (Section
4-1.04(a)) in the 1991 Session to specify that reduction plans be provided to the
legislature by the Governor.
To ensure that agency amendment briefs are provided to the legislature, Part
Four, Section 4-8.02(b) ofthe Appropriation Act could be amended to specifically include
amendment briefs. In addition, the Director ofDPB could be given direct responsibility
for forwarding the documents to the House Appropriations and Senate Finance committees as they are received by DPB.

Recommendation (17). The General Assembly may wish to consider
amending Part Four, Section 4-8.02(b) of the Appropriation Act to include
agency "amendment briefs" and omit the words "they shall also submit copies,
if requested" and insert the words "the Director of the Department of Planning
and Budget shall submit copies" to give the Director of DPB responsibility for
forwarding these documents to the chairmen ofthe House Appropriations and
Senate Finance committees as they are received by DPB.
APPROPR~TENESSOFINFORMATIONPROVIDED

IN AGENCY BUDGET PROPOSALS VARIES
The Code of Virginia can be construed as requiring the Governor to have
agencies follow a uniform budget format. However, a format has not been uniformly
followed by all agencies. The Code ofVirginia also requires that agencies be allowed to
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submit all addenda they deem necessary and appropriate in the odd-numbered years to
fulfIll the agency's program needs. In some cases, agencies have been denied this
opportunity. (The Code of Virginia does not make the same requirement for budget
amendments filed by agencies in even-numbered years, and agencies have been restricted in the types of amendments they may file. This is appropriate, however, since
Virginia has a biennial budget process and changes in the second year should be as
limited as possible.)

Djfferences in Higher Educatjon Instjtutjons' Budget Fonnat

Old Dominion University fully complied with DPB's required budget format
for higher education institutions, but the higher education format is different than
the format for other agencies. DPB budget instructions make a distinction between
higher education institutions and all other State agencies. The main difference in the
required format is that higher education institutions are required to submit their
budget proposals as an integrated package combining the base budget and initiative
requests. All other agencies must submit separate base budget and addenda requests, with each addenda request being presented as a discrete decision package.
Those involved in the budget development process generally agree that the
budget proposal format for higher education institutions is justified because of their
unique reporting relationship to the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia.
There is also general agreement that the format and information it provides is working
to the satisfaction of all parties involved in budget development. Since all higher
education institutions must follow the same budget proposal format, the submissions do
not prejudice budgetary decisions against anyone institution.

Djfferences in Otber Case Study Agencies' Budget Proposals

Two other case study agencies' budget proposals for 1990-92 were different from
DPB's uniform instructions. These agencies were the Department of Mental Health,
Mental Retardation, and Substance Abuse Services (DMHMRSAS) and the Department
of Rehabilitative Services (DRS). These proposals were different because the DPB
budget analysts for the agencies created a unique package of supplemental budget
instructions specifically for them.
The modification ofthe budget proposal instructions for these agencies could be
construed as not being consistent with the intent ofSection 2.1-394 ofthe Code ofVirginia
which requires that "the official estimate blanks which must be used in making these
reports ... shall be uniform." Agency budget proposals are used by many individuals in
addition to DPB budget analysts. Legislators, legislative staff, and the public have access
to, and routinely use, agency budget proposals for a variety of reasons including to make
comparisons across agencies. While the modification of the budget instructions for this
agency may suit the needs of DPB, it defeats one of the main purposes of requiring
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uniform submissions, which is to facilitate the use of the proposals by all interested
parties.

Differences in DMHMRSAS's Bud$et Proposal. The differences were primarily
that this agency, a system, filed its budget submission by facility, not by program. Each
facility prepared its own base budget submission that was then compiled into the agency
submission. Although each facility's submission varied somewhat in the information
included, the facility proposals included some information at the program level. The
program level information that was generally provided included an overview, a description of current service provision, and a 1990-92 service level description.
DMHMRSAS's DPB budget analyst said that the agency's budget instructions
were redesigned to meet specific informational needs and tocut down on paperwork. The
analyst indicated that ifDPB uniform budget instructions required something from the
agency that was not needed, the analyst no longer required the agency to file the
information. The analyst indicated that they prefer to complete the analysis of the
agency at the facility level, not on the program level, so the proposal instructions were
modified to meet that need. The Director ofDPB looks upon this modification ofDPB's
uniform budget proposal instructions favorably, stating that it is an example ofthe good
relationship DPB analysts have with their agencies.

Differences in DRS's Budget Proposal, The Department of Rehabilitative
Services' budget proposal included no subprogram narrative information, although it
followed the required structure in all other ways. The only information provided at the
subprogram level was a resource summary table for each subprogram. The sections that
were omitted contained the most detailed information required concerning the agency's
activities.
Recommendation (18). The General Assembly may wish to consider
amending Section 2.1-394 of the Code ofVirginia to reflect current practice and
allow for a budget proposal format to be submitted by all higher education
institutions that is unique from the format required by all other agencies. In
addition, the Director of the Department of Planning and Budget should
ensure compliance with Section 2.1-394 of the Code ofVirginia and require that
all agency budget submissions be submitted in the uniform format prescribed
by the Governor.
Some Agencjes Are Not Gjyen the Opportunjty to Submjt AU Addenda

Section 2.1-394 of the Code ofVirginia states that "the Governor may prescribe
targets which shall not be exceeded in the official estimate of each agency; however, an
agency may submit to the Governor a request for an amount exceeding the target as an
addendum to its official budget estimate.» Therefore, the Code ofVirginia allows State
agencies to submit all addenda they deem necessary and appropriate as part of budget
development.
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Budget instructions DPB provided to State agencies to guide them in the budget
development process were examined by JLARC staff. No language that could be
construed as restricting agency addenda submissions was found in the budget development instructions for 1990-92 or 1992-94.
Also, four ofthe five DPB budget section managers indicated that no type ofprescreening of addenda takes place. The deputy director for budgeting at DPB has
indicated that he is not aware ofDPB ever preventing an agency from fIling an addenda
request in its budget proposal. However, one DPB budget section manager did indicate
that preliminary addenda for the agencies assigned to his section are pre-screened by the
Governor's secretary before they are officially submitted to DPB. Therefore, these
agencies are unable to file all the addenda they determine as necessary and appropriate.
A former Governor's secretary confrrmed that the pre-screening ofaddenda took
place. According to the secretary, meetings were held with all the agencies in the
secretariat to go over each agency's base budget and addenda proposals before they were
officially filed with DPB, with the secretary determining which addenda could be fIled by
the agency.
The pre-screening ofaddenda requests may also be taking place as part of 199294 budget development. JLARC staff obtained a letter from a Governor's secretary
written to acase study agency. The letter specifically dictates what addenda submissions
the agency will be allowed to submit as formal addenda requests to DPB. The letter
begins by stating, "1 have reviewed your list of 1992-94 addenda. Attached are those
addenda 1 am approving for submission." According to officials at the agency, they were
required to submit a listing ofall addenda the agency wanted to propose to the secretary.
The agency was then prevented from submitting any addenda which were not included
on the secretary's approval list even though these addenda were approved by the agency's
board for submission and were part of the agency's six-year plan.
Not allowing agencies to formally submit addenda they deem as necessary and
appropriate does not comply with Section 2.1-394 ofthe Code of Virginia. If agencies are
prohibited from formally filing addenda, the General Assembly may never be aware that
a need for additional funds was identified and requested by an agency.

Recomnrendation (19). The Governor's secretaries and the Director of
the Department of Planning and Budget should ensure compliance with
Section 2.1-394 of the Code ofVirginia by not restricting State agencies from
filing addenda requests that they deem to be necessary and appropriate.
EXECUTIVE BUDGET INFORMATION COULD BE IMPROVED
During JLARC's study ofthe executive budget process, some legislators have
raised concerns about the budget information the executive branch provides to the
General Assembly. These concerns have focused on the two budget documents the
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executive branch is required to provide to the legislature: the executive budget document
and the budget bill. (While concerns were raised about the necessity for a separate budget
tabloid in addition to the budget document, DPB has indicated the tabloid will not be
produced during this administration. Therefore, this review will not address its
usefulness.) Several improvements could be made to both the budget document and
budget bill to facilitate their use by legislators, State agencies, and the public.

Improymp.ents to the Executjye Budget Document Were Cited

The Code of Virginia requires that the Governor submit the executive budget
document to the General Assembly. Users ofthe document have suggested a number of
ways to improve the document. Some legislators would like it to include information on
funding to localities and to identify discretionary and nondiscretionary funding. Case
study agencies would like it to include better information on State priorities and agencies
and to highlight any significant changes to the agency's funding or programs since the
previous budget document. DPB has recently taken several steps to assess and improve
the usefulness of the document.

Legislators Would Like Additional Information on Aid to Localities. Some
legislators have indicated that information on the amount ofmoney in the State's budget
for aid to localities would assist budget decisionmaking. Nine of the ten DPB budget
analysts responding to this question indicated that there would be no problem providing
aid to locality information. All eleven case study agencies indicated that they could easily
provide information concerning the portion oftheir budgets that could be considered aid
to localities. Several agencies indicated that they are already producing and using this
information internally. DPB, by means of its 1992-94 budget instructions, is collecting
this information from State agencies. According to the deputy director for budgeting,
DPB will attempt to include this information in the 1992-94 executive budget document.
Recommendation (20). The General Assembly may wish to consider
amending Section 2.1-398(4) ofthe Code of Virginia to require that the executive budget document include an identification of the portion of each State
agency's budget that is direct aid to localities.
Leei.slators Would Like Additional Information on Discretionary and
Nondiscretionary SDendine, Some legislators have indicated that the identification of
discretionary and nondiscretionary spending by agencies would assist them in the
appropriation process. They note that discretionary funds are the only portion of the
budget that policymakers can impact and clear identification of these funds would
facilitate budgetary decisionmaking.
There is no consensus in budgeting literature or among the officials in Virginia's
budget process concerningan appropriate definition ofdiscretionary and nondiscretionary
spending. Legislative staff defmed nondiscretionary spending as consisting of two
elements, debt service and federal mandates. The Director ofDPB has stated that DPB,
during budget reduction exercises in 1990, defined nondiscretionary items as being
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entitlements, direct public safety, direct health care, accreditation standards, and health
and safety functions. DPB's deputy director for budgeting has defined nondiscretionary
funds as standards of quality for primary and secondary education, mental health,
corrections, and higher education. The deputy director indicated that higher education
would be discretionary if"massive" changes to policy were made, but barring these it is
nondiscretionary.
Six of the eight DPB budget analysts asked stated that they thought
nondiscretionary funding information could be provided. The majority of the analysts
indicated, however, that the terms would be very difficult to define and the process would
be difficult to implement. Five analysts also were concerned that the term discretionary
would be misinterpreted and misunderstood. They indicated that the public might
interpret discretionary spending as something negative - as unnecessary spending.
Nine of the eleven case study State agencies stated that they could provide the
information if they were provided with a clear definition of the terms. Two agencies
indicated that they are currently producing this type ofinformation for their internal use.
One case study agency indicated that the entire agency's efforts could be considered
discretionary, while another case study agency indicated that all of its efforts were
nondiscretionary.
.
Further decisions must be made even after a definition of nondiscretionary
spending is agreed upon. Decisions must be made concerning what level ofprogram or
service effort is considered required and thus nondiscretionary for a mandated program
or service.
The degree of difficulty for an agency providing information on discretionary
and nondiscretionary spending appears to be directly related to the size and programmatic complexity of the agency involved. For a small agency with a simple program
structure, it would be easy to report this type of information. For a large and
programmatically complex agency, this task would be difficult and time consuming.

The Department ofFire Programs is a small agency (in terms oftotal
funding) and receives appropriations for two programs. According to
the support services manager, the agency has no debt service and does
not operate under any federal mandate. All agency operations are
mandated by the Code of Virginia. Therefore, if nondiscretionary
spending is defined as including State mandates, the agency's operations are nondiscretionary.

* * *
The Department ofMental Health, Mental Retardation, and Substance
Abuse Services is a large agency (in terms oftotal funding) and receives
appropriations for eight programs. For spending identification purposes, the department separates its activities into two areas - the
operation offacilities and grants to localities. Policy decisions would
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be req uired in both areas detailing what should be considered as
nondiscretionary.
For facilities, Code of Virginia mandates are limited leaving much
coneerning nondiscretionary spending open for debate. The majority of
the department's clients are committed by court order - a clear
mandate. However, a smallpercentage ofclients are seeking voluntary
court commitment or could do so. A decision would be required
coneerning whether the department is mandated to serve these voluntary clients. In addition, ifthe State elects to participate in the Medicaid
and Medicare programs, numerous federal mandates must be met.
Finally, if the State elects to meet national accreditation standards,
numerous accreditation mandates must be satisfied.
For grants to localities, the department provides funding to Community
Service Boards instead of direct services to clients. The boards have
several tasks mandated by the Code ofVirginia. In addition, ifthe State
elects to participate in the Federal Block Grant program, numerous
federal mandates must also be satisfied. The remainder ofthe grants
to localities are spent in an attempt to prevent potential clients from
req uiring placement in the department's facilities, thus req uiring the
expenditure of an even greater amount of nondiscretionary funds. A
policy decision would be required as to whether this "preventive funding" is nondiscretionary since it directly impacts the level of
nondiscretionary funds expended by the facilities.
DPB is planning to include infonnation on discretionary and nondiscretionary
spending in the 1992-94 budget document. As part ofbudget development, agencies were
required to submit separate addenda submissions for aid to localities and for State and
federal mandates. However, the aid to localities submission did not distinguish between
mandated and discretionary aid. In addition, the State and federal mandate submission
excluded mandated aid to localities. Therefore, the infonnation collected by DPB may not
clearly distinguish discretionary and nondiscretionary spending.

Recommendation (21). If the General Assembly determines that the
executive branch should provide information concerning discretionary and
nondiscretionary spending, staff of the House Appropriations and Senate
Finance committees should work with the Director of DPB to produce an
agreed-upon definition of discretionary and nondiscretionary spending. If a
definition can be agreed upon, the information could then be required by
amending Section 2.1-398(4) of the Code of Virginia to add discretionary and
nondiscretionary information in the executive budget document.
A{lencies Have Suwsted Imvrovements to the Executive Budeet Document.
One-half of the case study agencies found the executive budget document useful in its
current form, while halfrarely used it. Case study agencies who found it useful cite the
following reasons; it provides agencies with their first opportunity to see the Governor's
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recommendations concerning their agency budget proposal submissions; it gives them
agency-specific policy guidance; and it provides an indication of the overall policy
priorities of the Governor. Of the agencies which did not find the document useful, the
main reason was that these agencies already were aware ofwhat the document contained
so that it provided no new information.
The case study agencies suggested three modifications to the budget document
to improve it. Agencies suggested that the budget document include information on the
"big picture" similar to what was provided by Governor Baliles' administration in the
budget tabloid. Some agencies stated that this element was missing in recent budget
documents. Another suggested change was to provide a meaningful overview of each
agency in the document. Ail one case study agency stated, "the budget document provides
little more information about an agency than what is included in the budget bill- if you
do not understand the budget bill, you will not understand the budget document."
Another agency stated that the information supplied about agencies in the budget
document is "sparse and incorrect." The final case study agency suggestion was to fully
explain any significant changes made to an agency's budget in the budget document.
DPB has recently taken several steps to assess and improve the usefulness of
the executive budget document which should address agency concerns. DPB conducted
a survey ofagencies, legislators, and the press to gather information about the usefulness
ofthe document. According to DPB's deputy director for budgeting, the budget document
has typically made it difficult for legislators to understand the evolution of an agency's
funding level- "of how an agency's funding got from point A to point B."
Therefore, DPB plans to have the 1992-94 executive budget document show
each agency's budget balanced to the 1991 Appropriation Act with all changes to an
agency's budget being noted from this point. DPB also plans to include a policy
perspective throughout the document. An attempt will be made by DPB to capture the
"big picture." For example, one DPB official said disparity will be examined, not just for
education, but in all areas where localities receive funding.

Improyements to the Rudget BiU Were Suggested

The Code of Virginia requires the Governor to submit the budget bill to the
General Ailsembly. The format and content ofthe budget bill are important because they
are directly related to the form and content ofthe Appropriation Act. The reason for this
is that once the budget billis passed by the General Ailsembly and signed by the Governor,
it becomes the Appropriation Act.
JLARC staffcompared the 1988 Appropriation Act (Chapter 800) to the budget
bills of 37 other states. This comparison shows that there is a considerable amount of
variation in the format and content of states' budget bills, with none appearing to have
a "model" bill. Virginia includes two of the most used characteristics of budget bills, but
does'not include the next seven most used characteristics (Table 11). Several changes to
the budget bill have been suggested by legislators and legislative staff.
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------------Table 11------------

Characteristics of Other States'
Budget Bills Compared to VIrginia's
Budget Bill Character;stics

Number of States

Percent*

25
23
9

68%

62

8
6

22
16

5

14

23

62

III

49
46

Similar to Virgin;a
Maximum employment level for each agency
Text description of how funds are to be spent
Detailed listing of all nongeneral funds
Text requiring studies
Language limiting governor's authority
during a deficit
Funds appropriated to nonstate agencies

24

Dissimilar to Virginia
Data on agency appropriations and expenditures
for at least one previous fiscal year
Descriptions of agencies and programs
Expenditure data at the element level (provides
a description of activities e.g. postage)
Revenue projections for fund sources**
Proportion of general fund expenditures by
secretariat*
Components of general fund revenue**
Performance evaluation measures for agencies
Section detailing grants to localities
Identification of discretionary spending

17

12

38
32

12

32

11
1

30
3

14

o

o

*Based on 37 states examined.
--Included in Virginia's budget document, but not in budget bill.

Source: JLARC analysis of information provided in 37 other state budget bills to Chapter BOO, the 1988
Appropriation Act.

LeJ!islators and Legislative StaffWould Like Additional Information on Actual
Appropriation Levels, Information concerning total agency appropriations is not readily
available to legislators, legislative staff, and the public. This information is not provided
because the budget bill and Appropriation Act Part One line items do not include regrades
and other central appropriations. Given the length of the Session, inclusion of the
regrades and central appropriations in agency appropriations is not currently feasible.
These central accounts are disbursed to the agencies after the Appropriation Act is
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printed. For example, the 1989 Appropriation Act lists the Department of the Treasury
as having a FY 1990 appropriation of$7,132,054. However, after regrades and central
accounts had been included, the total agency appropriation increased 2.2 percent to
$7,289,380.
Legislators and legislative staff have said this type of information in a centralized report would be beneficial. This information could be provided in the Monthly Report
to the Governor produced by the Department ofAccounts. This report currently provides
agency-specific information on agency allotments, expenditures, and employment levels.
Providing initial total appropriations for each agency for the current fiscal year would be
a matter of including one column of additional information to which the comptroller
already has access.

Recommendation (22). The Comptroller should provide information
concerning each agency's initial total appropriation (Appropriation Act appropriation in Part One plus all central account and Part Three transfers and
modifications) for the current fiscal year in the Monthly Report to the Governor.
Each System QfAgencies Should Be Given A Single Agency Code. The budget bill
and the Appropriation Act report each agency within a system as separate entities. Even
though some legislators like to see the appropriations to these agencies listed individually, the information provided is not accurate. The information can be misleading since
a system transfers funding and positions among agencies within the system.

As found in the 1990 JLARC study of the Virginia Community College System
(VCCS), the practice oflisting system appropriations by agency can provide a distorted
view of actual funding. Since the VCCS can transfer funds between programs and
colleges (with DPB approval), Appropriation Act amounts can bear little relation to an
individual college's funding.
The 1989 Appropriation Act indicated that Tidewater Community
College was appropriated $27.5 million dollars and had a maximum
employment level (MEL) of 719. Internal allocations by the VCCS
central office provided the college with $30.1 million and a MEL of764,
an increase of 9. 4 percent in funding and 6.3 percent in positions.

*

*

*

The 1989Appropriation Act indicated that Eastern Shore Community
College was appropriated $2.5 million and had a MEL of56. Internal
allocations by the VCCS provided the college with $1.9 million and a
MEL of46, a reduction of20.8 percent in funding and 17.9 percent in
positions.
.
In FY 1990, every community college received an initial allocation that was
different from the 1989 Appropriation Act. DPB's deputy director for budgeting has
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stated that while the agencies under the Department ofCorrections receive the approximate amount that is listed in the Act, the amount individual agencies under the VCCS
and the DMHMRSAS receive can vary "tremendously" from what is stated in the Act.
The reporting of systems of agencies as separate entities also causes administrative burdens when resources are shifted. Using VCCS as an example, each college
appropriation may be altered numerous times during the fiscal year, beginning when the
VCCS initially reallocates the funds and later due to VCCS actions or DPB changes. Each
ofthese adjustments may require a separate action for each college and the central office.
The VCCS must request authorization from DPB to transfer the funds. Requests for 364
separate transfers were required in FY 1989.
The Department of Corrections formally requested on August 21, 1991 that
DPB consolidate all the agency codes in the corrections system in the budget bill and
combine them into one agency code. DPB's response to this request was that "such
streamlining may be benefIcial" but that further discussions would be needed to resolve
some questions. The letter indicated that these questions would not be resolved in time
to make all necessary changes for 1992-94 budget development, but could be considered
for the future. The VCCS has also indicated that they would be interested in having one
agency code in the Act. The Director ofDPB has stated that she would like to see systems
of agencies reported as one agency in the budget bill and the Appropriation Act.
According to the director, managers of systems should have the flexibility to manage
them. In addition, the comptroller has also lent his support to the idea.
One agency code in the Appropriation Act for systems of agencies should not
impact the systems' or the Department ofAccounts' ability to provide spending information at the individual agency level. The individual agency codes could be maintained on
the Commonwealth's Accounting and Reporting System or project codes could be used for
accounting and expenditure information purposes.

Recommendation (23). The Governor and General Assembly may wish
to consider modifying the way systems of agencies are currently structured
and reported in the budget bill and Appropriation Act by combining all
agencies within a system into one three-digit agency code.
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VI. Managing the Budget Process
This JLARC review did not focus on the organization and management of the
central agencies involved in the executive budget process. During the course of this
review, State agency personnel, legislative staff, and other participants in the process
commented on the increasing professionalism ofthe Department ofPlanning and Budget
(DPB) during the past decade. Agencies also suggested areas where refmements to DPB's
operations and computer resources could enhance the budget process.

REFINEMENTS TO DPB'S OPERATIONS
COULD ENHANCE THE BUDGET PROCESS

State agencies in many ways are dependent on DPB staff to articulate their
budgetary needs to the Governor, secretaries, and to the General Assembly. During the
course of this review, many State agencies commented on the professional quality of
DPB's management leadership and staff. Over the last 10 years, the department has
made significant strides in strengthening its staff capabilities.
However, agencies did identifY several aspects of the budget process that
require DPB's attention. The role of DPB staff is unclear and has not been formally
communicated to agencies. This problem is compounded by a lack ofcontinuity in budget
analysts and limited visits by DPB budget analysts to agencies. Consequently, some
agencies lack confidence that DPB budget analysts know their programs well enough to
describe and defend their needs. Attention to these concerns would give agencies more
confidence that DPB analysts fully understand their programs.
Further, agencies cite a lack of guidance, training, and opportunity for input
from DPB. Agencies were especially critical ofbudget instructions, finding them difficult
to understand and open to interpretation. Agencies were also concerned with DPB's lack
of regard for the impact that short deadlines and changing budget calendars have on
them.

The Bole of PPB Budget Analysts Could Be Clarified
DPB's role in the budget process appears to be two-fold. It is partly to develop
the Governor's budget and partly to support the agencies in articulating their budgetary
needs. This dual role appears appropriate when balanced between the two. However,
the role varies within DPB and between budget analysts. The role appears to be open to
interpretation by each DPB budget analyst or section manager.
Seven ofthe 11 case study agencies stated that DPB sees its role as "control" or
even "all powerful" during budget development and execution. One agency indicated that
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the DPB budget analyst assigned to them tries to be too involvedin operational decisions and
has to be reminded that he is not the agency director:
The DPB budget analyst assigned to our agency has as his first loyalty
the budget philosophy ofcontrol and restricting allocations. He wants
to make policy and operational decisions such as how many support
personnel are necessary at a particular agency office. The problem is
that the decisions made are opinionated judgments or decisions and
because DPB has the right ear [of the secretary or Governor] the
decisions can be made without due process.
Another agency described the role of the DPB analyst as:
... establishing statewide fiscal policy and implementation. The role
of the DPB budget analyst should be to help the agency understand
how they fit into this. However, they shouldn't substitute their
knowledge or judgment for that of the agencies.
Two of the 11 agencies stated that DPB sees it role as supporting the agencies. Finally,
two case study agencies stated that their current analyst's role has been as a technician.
One agency official noted:
The DPB budget analyst currently assigned to our agency is a financial/technical evaluator. He is a number cruncher. Not all of our
analysts have been that way - the DPB budget analyst should be an
advocate and an agency program specialist.
Five of the 11 DPB budget analysts defined their role in the process as agency
advocate and liaison. However, analysts did not agree on what DPB's management
considered to be the most important aspect of their job. The five DPB budget section
managers also did not agree on their section's role in the budget process. For example,
one section manager described the role of his section as implementing the Governor's
policy objectives through allocating resources to the programs and agencies assigned to
his section. Another manager, however, described his section's role as providing analysis
and recommendations to the Governor and surfacing issues that need attention to help
define policy.

Continuity jn DPB Analysts Assigned to Agencjes js Tdjrnjted

During this review, it became apparent that the majority of State agencies do
not have the same analyst assigned to them for longer than one budget cycle. Of the 11
case study agencies, only three had the same analyst assigned to them during 1991 as
they did when they developed their 1990-92 budget in late 1989. According to the JLARe
surv~y of State agencies, the average time the current DPB analyst had been assigned
to a State agency was 16 months.
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Agencies were asked on the JLARC survey of State agencies how many DPB
budget analysts had been assigned to them during the last five fiscal years. The average
was three analysts. The majority of agencies had had at least three aralysts, and some
had had as many as six.
Agencies with more than $110 million in total funding had the most continuity
of analysts (Table 12). Small to medium-sized agencies (in terms of total funding) had
the highest number of analysts in the five-year period. These agencies also had their
current analyst assigned for the least amount oftime. Problems created by this lack of
continuity were identified by the case study agencies as the following example illustrates.

An agency director noted that "clearly turnover is damaging to the
process and the agency . ... it is very diffwult for budget analysts to
understand what we do.' The agency director said that "changing DPB
analysts in the middle of a legislative session was especially difficult
when decisions were revisited because the new analyst did not understand them enough to defend them.•
Some changes in assignments are to be expected as a result of normal agency
turnover (defined as personnel leaving an agency). However, turnover at DPB has been
less than 15 percent among budget analysts for each of the last three fiscal years. And,
as the DPB director notes, rotation of agency analysts may be necessary when analysts
become "too much of an advocate" for their assigned agencies. Analysts have also
received internal transfers or promotions which caused shifts in agency assignments.

------------Table 12------------

Average Continuity of DPB Analysts
by Size of Agency (Total Funding)
Size of Agency

Time Current Analyst
Assigned to Agency

Number of Analysts
in Last Fiye Years

Small - less than
$12 million (37 agencies)

1.2 years

3.1

Medium - between
$12 and $110 million
(35 agencies)

1.2 years

3.5

Large - more than
$110 million (16 agencies)

2.1 years

2.9

Source: JLARC survey of State agencies, summer 1991.
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However, the director also noted that she would prefer analysts to stay with an agency
through at least one full budget cycle. Only 25 percent ofthe State agencies experienced
that desired level of continuity.
Some continuity can be maintained even when an analyst leaves DPB, or is
reassigned. For instance, fIles from the previous analyst can be transferred to the new
analyst. However, when the eight analysts not assigned to their case study agencies for
1990-92 budget development were asked what information had been left for them by the
previous analysts, only two ofthe eight indicated that a complete set offiles was left. Two
analysts indicated that while some materials were left, they did not know the source and
would not use them. Finally, four other analysts indicated that some working papers
were left and two of these analysts had access to the agency's previous budget analyst.
DPB's budget section managers noted that they can also provide some continuity. However, the average amount of time the section managers had been in their
positions was 3.15 years, with three ofthe five having been in the position less than two
years. The current director has begun a new effort to improve continuity by having all
budget sections write agency sUmmaries so that general information about each agency
can be passed on to a new analyst.
DPB Analyst Visits to Assjgned Agencjes Are ',jmited

According to the five DPB budget section managers, one ofthe ways DPB budget
analysts learn about agency programs is by visiting them. They described these visits
as "very important." However the number of visits made by DPB analysts appear
minimal. In addition, no mention of agency visits appear in model expectations or in
position descriptions for DPB analysts. The minimal number ofvisits, coupled with the
short agency assignments noted earlier, raises questions about DPB analysts' ability to
understand the programs offered by the agencies assigned to them. In fact, five ofthe 11
DPB analysts interviewed did not know how the case study agency assigned to them
internally developed its budget.
Agencies were asked on the JLARe survey of State agencies how often during
the last fiscal year (July 1, 1990 to June 30, 1991) their DPB analysts had visited their
agency to learn more about agency programs and services. The average was six visits,
with the median being only three visits. Five of the 88 agencies surveyed had not been
visited at all., and 20 agencies had only been visited once.
The concern about the lack offield visits by DPB analysts is not new. The 1982
organization and management review ofDPB completed by the Department ofManagementAnalysis and Systems DevelopmenHMASD) emphasized that the lack offield visits
was a concern. The MASD review recommended that DPB increase the number offield
visits.
According to one section manager, the director and deputy director for budgeting at DPB have encouraged agency visits. The director has also completed agency visits.
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For the most part, however, agency visits are left up to the individual budget sections. For
the health and human resources section, the manager indicated that a requirement for
visits is written into performance standards for new analysts assigned to that section.
Analysts in this same section are also required to document their visits to the agencies.
In the other sections, analysts stated that the documentation was informal and generally
not required.

More DPB Guidance. Trajnjng. and OnportJIPity for Input is Needed

During this review, case study agencies commended DPB analysts for their
responsiveness to agency telephone inquiries during budget development. However,
agencies did express frustration concerning the budget development instructions provided to them by DPB. They also voiced concerns about changes to the budget
development calendar and the lack of opportunity they have for input in setting it. The
following are examples from the State agency survey.
The DPB budget instructions for biennial budget submissions have
varied considerably during the last five fiscal years. A problem that
often presents itself in working with DPB is that instructions and
assignments prepared by the Budget Operations Section (BOS) are not
adequately shared and coordinated with DPB's budget sections prior
to their distribution to State agencies. Therefore, DPB budget analysts
assigned to working with State agencies are many times in the dark
about how a process should be accomplished or what the intent of the
exercise is, even though the BOS-penned instructions always say
something like 'call your assigned DPB analyst for help in completing
this assignment.'
Later in the process when BOS provides the DPB budget analysts with
instructions to review and analyze agency budget submissions, these
instructions more often than not contradict the directions for the same
exercise originally sent to the agencies. This has caused the agency to
be asked by its DPB analyst why certain information, for instance, was
not provided in a submission. This agency has responded by pointing
out that the instructions the auncy received did not solicit that data
or method of submission.

* * *
An additional problem for the development of the 1992-94 budget
request is that DPB has not provided an overall calendar ofsubmission
requirements and deadlines .... This makes it difficult for institutions
to adequately plan, organize, and schedule their own internal procedures for development of the budget request.
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Results of these problems include that agencies do not feel that they are given
adequate time to properly prepare their budgets. Further, they believe that DPB makes
changes to the process to make DPB'sjob easier with little consideration of the impact
on agencies. Forty-one percent of surveyed agencies said DPB's deadline changes in
budget development had posed significant problems for their agency during the last five
fiscal years. One State agency wrote:
The time periods allowed for development of the capital outlay and
operating budgets have become more compressed every two years.
This would not be a problem if the general format were similar.
However, major changes in format and form does not allow adequate
time to evaluate the substance presented. This is particularly true in
the 1992-94 biennium process.
Another agency wrote:
The 1990-92 biennium budget deadline for submission to DPB was
moved from September 1 to August 1. This had a drastic impact on the
agency's financial personnel who are responsible for year-end closing
and budget preparation. This also created significant problems for the
development, review, and approval of policy addenda by top management.
In addition, DPB generally does not provide formal training to State agencies
on the budget process. The only training that has been provided to agencies on a
statewide basis during the last several years was that on the new Form 27/27A
Automated Transaction System.
Only DPB's health and human resources section provides any formal training
- a half-day session at the beginning of biennial budget development. This training,
however, was described by agencies as "telling not teaching." Seven of the 11 case study
agencies stated that DPB needs to provide training for agencies. For example, one agency
finance director stated:
DPB doesn't have a vehicle for good agency input. They don't meet with
budget directors together. Other central agencies try to bring agencies
together.
An agency wrote as part of its response to the State agency survey:
One of the biggest weaknesses in the budgeting system is the lack of
facilitated networking and training. The role of "budget officer" and
"fiscal officer" is extremely varied throughout the State. DPB should
make a concerted effort to bring the various line agency budget people
together on a regular basis in facilitated work groups to discuss needs,
problems, and ideas of common interest.
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Reasons why DPB should provide training, according to State agencies, included the following;
• to provide an opportunity to discuss and meet with budget staff from other
agencies;
• to provide an opportunity to meet with DPB staff and provide input into the
budget process in an informal setting;
• to provide new agency budget staff with a "big picture" understanding of the
process; and
• to explain changes to the process whether they be in development, execution,
or evaluation.
The case study agencies appreciated the opportunities for input and training
they are provided by the Department of Accounts (DOA). This is assured through the
monthly Commonwealth's Accounting and Reporting System (CARS) user group meeting and the annual DOA conference. In addition to learning new information, this
training was viewed as a forum for input and an opportunity to share information
between agencies. The majority of case study agencies expressed a desire for a similar
opportunity with DPB, although the case study agencies thought monthly meetings
would be excessive.
Another way agencies could receive guidance on the budget process is by
following the Comrrwnwealth Planning and Budgeting System Manual. However, there
appears to be confusion regarding whether this manual, which provides the history and
guidelines for the State's budget process, is still in effect. For example, some DPB
analysts and section managers thought the manual was in effect, while other managers
and analysts thought it was not.
Case study agencies, however, thought that the manual was still in effect and
many have been using it as general guidance regarding the budget process and as an
orientation for new budget staff. lfthe Comrrwnwealth Planning and Budgeting System
Manual is no longer in effect, there is no written guidance except the Code ofVirginia to
explain the budget process to agency directors and fiscal staff.

Recommendation (24). The Directorofthe Department ofPlanningand
Budget should do the following:
• Formally articulate the role DPB budget analysts should have in the
budget process with particular attention to the role ofDPB and DPB
budget analysts vis a vis State agencies. Further, appropriate train·
ing programs should be developed for section managers and budget
analysts when this role is agreed upon.
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• Promote continuity in analysts' assignments during a biennial budget cycle.
• Encourage analysts to visit their assigned agencies by adopting an
agency-wide policy that fosters these visits. In addition, the Director
of DPB should add agency visits to the model performance expectations and position descriptions for analysts at all levels.
• Ensure that semi-annual training on the budget process is made
available to agency directors and agency fiscal staff. The training
sessions should be structured so as to allow agencies an opportunity
for providing input into DPB budget instructions and the budget
development calendar, as well as an opportunity for providing DPB
with feedback regarding the budget process.
• Provide guidance to DPB staff and to all State agencies concerning
what sections of the Commonwealth Planning andBudgeting System
Manual are still in effect. In addition, DPB should provide agencies
with general guidance on the budget process and its intent if the
guidance included in the manual is no longer current or in effect.

DPB'S COMPUTER RESOURCES COULD BE ENHANCED
The Program Budgeting System (PROBUD) was designed in the late 1970s as
a central resource allocation model for the State's budget. According to the DPB deputy
director for management and evaluation, it was not designed for use by line agencies to
develop their budgets. Some agencies have developed computerized budgeting capabilities that are more advanced than those found in DPB.
Also, according to the JLARC survey of State agencies, 87 percent ofexecutive
branch agencies have their own automated budgeting capability. These systems ranged
from simple spreadsheets to large mainframe systems (Figure 6).
Agencies also provided information as to why they have developed their own
automated budgeting systems instead of using PROBUD. One agency wrote:
Systems separate from PROBUD are necessary because PROBUD is
not flexible enough for continually changing agency needs . . . . a
considerably lower level of detail than PROBUD [is needed].
Another agency stated:
PROBUD is designed to collect and report large volumes of similar
data. Its data manipulation capabilities, at least from the individual
line agency's perspective, are extremely simplistic and cumbersome.
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.--------------Figure 6----------~
Automated Budgeting Systems
in State Agencies

7%

CARS
(6 Agencies)

13%
No Inlemal System
(11 Agencies)
Source: JLARC survey o[State agencies, summer 1991 (NgBS).

DPB is aware ofthe limitations ofPROBUD and its in-house personal computer
analytical capabilities. During this review, DPB indicated that it plans to comprehensively analyze and improve PROBUD. Nine of the 11 DPB budget analysts interviewed
by JLARC staffstated that PROBUD has limitations that hinder their ability to do their
job. These limitations, as cited by the analysts, included a lack of revenue information,
no spreadsheet ability, timelineBB, and inability to perform mathematical functions.
Analysts also complained that PROBUD and the Commonwealth's Accounting and
Reporting System "don't talk to each other," and "PROBUD is always a month behind
because CARS doesn't feed directly into PROBUD."
Further, many DPB budget and evaluation analysts and managers do not have
personal computer analytical resources readily available to them. The lack of these
resources seriously limits the amount and type ofevaluation and monitoring that DPB
analysts can routinely perform concerning agency budget proposals and expenditures.
The director has been working to acquire additional computer and software resources
and has indicated she will continue to do so as resources become available.

Recommendation (25). The Directorofthe Department ofPlanning and
Budget should continue to pursue the acquisition of personal computer analytical resources for all DPB budget and evaluation analysts. The Director
should also ensure that problems with PROBUD identified by DPB budget
analysts during this review are addressed in the agency's information technology plan or as part of the agency's current effort to improve PROBUD.
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Appendix A

Study Mandate

In Item 13 of the 1990 Appropriation Act (amended in the 1991 Session), the
General Assembly directed the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission (JLARC)
to study the executive budget process. Item 13 specifically provides:
The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission shall review the
Commonwealth's executive system of fmancial planning, execution
and evaluation including an evaluation of the organization, management, and operations of the Virginia Department of Taxation. The
scope and duration of the review shall be determined by the Commission. The Commission shall report on its progress to the 1991 General
Assembly Session and to each succeeding session until its work is
completed. In carrying out this review, all agencies shall cooperate as
requested and make available all records, information and resources
necessary for the completion of the work of the Commission and its
staff.
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AppendixB

Legislation Establishing Program Budgeting
CHAPTER 325
All Act to omeDd aDd reeD.lct §§ 2.1-54. 2.1-60 aDd 2.1-6J. as ....,.&1Jy I1DeJlded, Df lbe
Code of Virgini&, relating to lbe Sure budget.

[H 1778]

Approved March 18. J 975
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:

1. That §§ 2.1-54. 2.1-60 and 2.1-61. as severally amended. of the
Code of Virginia are amended and reenacted as follows:
§ 2.1-54. Estimates by State agencies of amounts needed.- QR
.. ~ t.Ae Ii:F&l ~ fiJI ieptemee, ~iea."'liall~l iH ~ BSS R'WRSB.ed
~At

• lime "",.bIj.","" by !be GoVl!t1lOT DOt 14tH lb&D !be fJrot day Df A"IWt

m tbt otJd..lJJBbered years, each of the several State lIepar..meRt6.
Inwea"5. di.-'isiell&. eMBers, eelflflllisslBflS. i:nsY!wtieR&. IIfIfJCies and
other agencies and undertakings receiving or asking financial aid
from the State shall report to the Governor. lbroll8b !be .-porWbJe
SeoreWy rfesi&,"led by _
or eecutI>e order. on official estimate blanks
Iwei.hell ~ for SUChturpose. an estimate In itemized form
showing the amount neede for each year of the ensuing biennial
period beginning with the first day of July thereafter. The official
estimate blanks which must be used In making these reports shall
be Iwei.hell ~ by the Governor. shall be uniform and shall
clearly designate the kind of Information to be given thereon.
§ 2.1-60. Submission of budget to General Assembly.-Wltbln
five days after the beginning of each reRUIar session held In an even·
numbered year of the General Assembfy. the Governor shall submit
to the presicling officer of each house printed copies of a budget.
based on his own conclusions and judgment. containing a complete
and itemized plan of all JtropoSed e~nditures for lMHlA-!be State
depaAEBest. bw,eaw. ; ... i&ieR. ~eF; bea,d, cBMmis.ieR,
i&6&itWYBB. w eQ.eF ale"e~· w WfiEieFt&1ii:RI. elassilies ~ MeHBR,
8&arReter aIHI ~ • and of estimated revenues and borrowings.
for each year In the ensuing biennial period beginning with the first
day of July thereafter. ~ Mel> Moll ef ~
lI
eJE,eBditwe& Yte ~YElget ~ 6Bet.v 1ft BB~aFate paraYel BSJ1IHtVlii -.he
MB8'tlBt a,prepFiBrted #ef Yte ~ ,re@uBl\g B(':t'::Pi8~eFt ~ Hd
, . lee 8liPFeRt a~~F9pFiatieR ~ e&S ~
weA eloheF fieWl
~ Yte GaveNS' 8eeMe ef '&lSsililiaRee ill anirlyamg Qfte 8Ul11P8Rl
bitmJiaI/y

".1'...

ap"eJlFiatiBBs e&S ,re,sliIes BlFFeRditwB& 7bt ~ document Jb&lJ bt
arp.ojz.eC by fImctioIl, primary _ . aDd /HOPOIf'd appropriOtion ilem 1'J'opt»od
~ Iil&1J be _
to iDcDtporate &1J a-Jy relata! prtl/l7"&DlS Df aD _
_
• IlIDP ~
!be identity of DlIjor J"'OITIZDS aDd /'Uta! .....
Iil&1J be nWDed OJ diJcrece puts Df aob appropriation /tam for illJorm.tiDlJ put1>OO&
~ eacb appt'l:IpNDoD IItJm aDd DlIjor l'"'S'1IJll !be /ludtet Iil&1J abo.. In IOpOI'Ire
paraJJeI cdumns !be amouot appropril ta! for !be Jut prece<JiJlI Ippropr;.tiDlJ ,.,.,.. !be
amouot e"l""'d"d in !be Jut prece<JiJlIIpPTOPI'iatiOD ,.,.,.. !be iIlllOUDI approptilta! for !be
~ Ippt"Opri.ItjoI ,.,.,.. aDd !be _ _, request aDd !be Governor'. _rnnVtioD
for eacb year at !be eaouiDI biem1W period. DatI Iil&1J be IDcluded by lIlIjor objects or
_
at eJP""'i""" II !be 'l'PftlPtWi0D WveI UIiDg !be lome ca'umDar bea<tillp OJ
'l"IJdfied In !be pm10w ....U!DQ!. SllIllDWy daU Df positions .ulbCll'iud aDd _
or
.. 0J>0I'ld for .ulborizIlioD aDd frmdiIJg by !be Geo<nJ AJIembIy Iil&1J be &bo1nl II !be
Ippt"Opri.ItjoI aDd l'"'S'1IJll lovell, distributed OJ to type Df fund UIiDg !be lome ca'umDar
beadiDp OJ for ~ data. Any IDcreue In _ditures """"""",,,,*, In !be
biemIiullllil&1J be distributed II !be l'"'S'1IJll WveI by (.) coot to CDlJtin~ !be _ , WveI
at ICtivities, (b) ..... to prootS5 /ocrea.seo In ..orltJoId, aDd (e) ccstI relata! to ..... or
dwJIed _
A deWJ«j aDd umtive jUIti/lc.ltioo Iil&1J be InclLtded II !be l'"'S'1IJll
WveI arp.ojz.eC by !be oegme:otI (.). (b). aDd (e) abo.... aDd Iil&1J include ..bere proetlc.lb1f
wartJood _
aDd olbe:' _
to be UItId in bolb budlet evoJuotioD aDd poll .udit
rvaIuItiOD. AI Marly as proetkable for aob l'"'S'1IJll lbere mould be IDcluded •
distribut:ioo at !be toW /ludtet requesu,d OJ to !be portioos !bit Ire (.) _ t a ! by !be
fedtnJ "'Vl,n'lIleII~ (b) ....",.,.". to .'I'Oid Joues in federIJ moeo..... (e) _ t e d by
VlrJioia _
aDd (d) discretioaary.

_mo-.
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The Governor shall accompany the budaet with:
(I) A statement of the revenues and expenditures for each of
the two appropriation years next preceding, classified and itemized
In accordance with the official budget classifications adopted by the
Governor.
(2) A statement of the current assets, liabilities, reserves and
surplus or deficit of the State.
(3) A statement of the debts and funds of the State.
(4) A statement showing the Governor's itemized estimates of
the condition of the State Treasury as of the beginning and end of
each of the next two appropriation years.
(5) An Itemized and complete financial balance sheet for the
State at the close of the last preceding fiscal year ending June
thirtieth.
(6) A general survey of the State's financial and natural
resources, with a review of the general economic, Industrial and
commercial condition of the Commonwealth.
(7) Statements showing the estimated additional annual costs of
the maintenance and the use of each item of capital outlay and the
estimated additional annual costs of each new service recommended
In the plan of proposed expenditures. The statements shall set forth
separately estimates of the number of additional pesonnel and their
r.aJaries, and estimates of other costs.

"'oct

Notwi1bsWlding !be prvviJ;ioru of Ws aet, !be Goven>or may
to delay 1DcluaI""
t1f all ar par! of !be claLo required _
1riIicb 11 ill _OIl to lilal b1c1uded ill !be 197+
1976 bieDJJW budBet until lb. Go""""'" Illbmits !be budBet lor !be bieIJllW ptriod
"'Pning July ClIIt, _ _ bundred ......mr-ei8bt

§ 2.1-61. Budget bilJ.-The Governor also shall submit to the
presiding officer of each house of the General Assembly, at the
same time he submits his budget, copies of a tentative bill for all
proposed appropriations of the budget, clearly Itemized M4
'fSpSfly elaseiReEi ill coafarmity 11Fitb die appropriaDOil .uuetu.re Ipfd&Q lD f 2.1., t1f Ws dJ&pIt:r, for each year In the ensuing biennial appropriation
period, which shall be known as "The Budget Bill". Ezcept .. aprwaIy
Jlft'Vided ill ." appropriatiorJ let, _
!be &mOunts ill a tcbedul. lor a 1bIIl'
appropriatiorJ item lITe
.., ~ _ _ lITe

Jbo"'" ill two ex JIICJ(l! - . !be portiOllJ of !be toW amount Jbo"'"
far iDformatlon pIl1I)05eS Ollly ."d lITe DOl limitillg. No such

budget bill shall contain any appropriation the expenditure of which
is contingent upon the receipt of revenues In excess of funds
unconditionally appropriated.
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AppendixC

Agency Response

As part of an extensive data validation process, the major agencies involved in
a JLARe assessment effort are given an opportunity to comment on an exposure draft
of the report. Appropriate technical corrections resulting from the written comments
have been made in this version of the report.
This appendix contains the Department of Planning and Budget's response to
this report.
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
KAREN F. WASHABAU

DIRECTOR

Department of Planning and Budget

November 11, 1991

POST OFFICE BOX 1422

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23211

Mr. Phil i P A. Leone
Director
Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission
Suite 1100, General Assembly Building
Richmond, Virginia 23219
Dear Phi 1:
I appreciate the opportunity to respond to the JLARC report on Virginia's
executive budget process. Your review was most timely given the extreme
pressures on state budgets in Virginia and across the country.
I am pleased that your review confirmed what many have believed for some
time: that Virginia's executive budget process is sound; that budgetary
responses to changing revenue forecasts have been timely; that accurate and
timely information has been provided to the legislature; and that budget
execution is appropriately flexible and complies with legislative intent.
Like all government operations, however, the budget process can be
improved, and the management and staff of the Department of Planning and
Budget <DPB) are continually refining the process.
Many of the areas your report targets for improvement have been under
discussion within DPB for some time. The past two years of budget reduction
activities and reduced staff levels in DPB have precluded our making the
progress that we had envisioned. Nevertheless, we expect that enhancements
will be firmly in p'~ce within the next year in the following areas:
increased budget training for agencies; greater involvement of agency budget
staff in the discussion of statewide budget issues; and increased emphasis on
performance measures for state programs.
He are already making strides to address the computing deficiencies noted
in the JLARC report. In January 1991, DPB conducted an organizational
self-study to determine how agency operations could be made more effective and
efficient. A major recommendation of the study was the need for increased
analytical capability through enhanced computer technology. In the past six
months, we have generated enough savings to purchase seven state-of-the-art
personal computers and have upgraded 24 others. Hhen resources become
available, we will make additional purchases.

FAX (804) 225-3291

(804) 786-7455

Philip A. Leone
November 11, 1991
Page Two

I would like to comment further on three issues raised in the report: 1)
the importance of base budget analysis; 2) the need for a systematic approach
to program evaluation; and 3) the improved forecasting of nongeneral fund
revenues.
Base Budget Analysis
Although analysis of base budgets occurred routinely in the development
of budgets in the 19BOs, the scope and depth of analysis has intensified over
the past eighteen months. Because this time period was not included in the
JLARC methodology, I would like to summarize the components of that analysis.
Beginning in the summer of 1990, DPB and the Governor's Office developed
a methodology for reducing agency budgets for the 1990-92 biennium. The first
phase involved identifying program exemptions. The Governor indicated that
all programs and activities of state government, with a few exceptions, would
be examined for savings. Exemptions included those required by law such as
debt service, and programs that directly affected the health, welfare, and
safety of citizens.
DPB developed reduction targets for each secretarial area and provided
secretaries with options for reducing base budgets. Throughout the process,
agency officials were the chief architects of the reduction plans, as they
should be. Agency directors best know their programs and capabilities, and
should be held accountable for program implementation.
During subsequent reduction exercises, the process was generally
unchanged. All participants agree that the flexibility given to agencies was
the key to achieving needed savings without seriously damaging essential
services. In fact, other state budget offices have indicated that they are
now implementing our model after statewide directives such as hiring and
purchasing freezes had limited success in their states.
As development of the 1992-94 budget progresses, rigorous analysis of the
base is underway from policy, program, and fiscal perspectives. DPB analysts
are answering the questions posed in the Commonwealth Planning and Budgeting
Manual: "1) Is there a need for the program; 2) how can the need be
addressed; 3) what is the best way to address the need; 4) how much will it
cost to address the need; 5) how will the costs be financed; and 6) what is
this program's priority relative to other needs?" He have also undertaken two
special analyses that will directly impact base budgets--a review of the
positions vacated by the early retirement program, and a comprehensive
assessment of state aid to localities.

PhIlIp A. Leone
November 11, 1991
Page Three

The knowledge we have gained from these activities will be incorporated
in a training module on base bUdget analysIs for all DPB analysts. It is
important to note, however, that a rational process for analyzing base budgets
such as the six-step plan outlined in the CPBS manual does not always lead to
the same budget decision. Inherent in the budget process are the values of
elected officials and the citizens they represent. It is entirely possible
that a carefully crafted, flawless analysis may lead logically to a bUdget
recommendation that is politically unacceptable.
Program Evaluation
As the JLARC report accurately points out, over the years the numerous
and time-consuming statutory requirements for program budgeting have been
somewhat relaxed by executive budget officials with the support of the General
Assembly. The easing of these requirements was partly in response to the
excessive time needed by agencies to complete the bUdget submission. However,
another key factor was the reduced need of legislators for this level of
information in the executive budget. Hith the creation of full-time staff for
the House AppropriatIons and Senate Finance Committees, new sources of
information were available. Hhereas the executive bUdget document was the
primary source of budget information in the late 1970s and early 1980s, today
it is but one of several sources.
One aspect of the original program budgeting design that is essential but
not yet fUlly implemented in Virginia is a formal system of program
evaluation. One area where DPB will place additional emphasis is on the
systematic examination of program outcomes. During the past two months, DPB
staff have developed a list of programs that could be candidates for review.
Programs will be selected in conjunction with the Governor's Office,
secretaries, and, in some cases agency heads. Legislative staff will also be
consulted.
Such examinations may range from routine reviews of planned versus actual
outputs of agencies to more complex and time-consuming program evaluations.
Regardless of the form of the review, it is critical that the results be
shared officially with members of the General Assembly so that they are
familiar with the performance outcomes that support increases or decreases in
the Governor's budget recommendations.
Nongeneral Fund Revenues
The accurate forecasting of nongeneral fund revenues is critical for
executive and legislative officials. The attention paid to nongeneral funds
has evolved over the past ten years. As you may know, Virginia did not
systematically appropriate federal funds until the 1978-80 budget.

Ph 111 p A. Leone
November 11, 1991
Page Four

In recent years, we have made strldes ln revlewlng nongeneral fund
forecasts. For example, members of the Governor's Advlsory Board of
Economlsts revlew the forecastlng models for the Transportatlon Trust Fund,
ABC revenues, and the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund. He now surpass many
states ln our analysls of nongeneral funds and thelr lncluslon ln the bUdget
blll.
DPB and the Department of Accounts wlll take approprlate steps to lmprove
the forecastlng and reportlng of nongeneral funds as recommended by the JLARC
report. However, there ls no guarantee that these actlons wlll elimlnate all
dlscrepancles for several reasons. Flrst, the future course of federal
revenue ls very dlfflcult to determlne. Thls ls because the federal budget
does not provlde lnformatlon at a sufflclent level of detall to accurately
assess the budget lmpact on many state programs. Moreover, amounts whlch are
allocated to programs by federal agencles are often based on admlnlstratlve
declslons that occur durlng the executlon of the federal bUdget. In other
words, the projectlon of certaln federal items would be nothlng more than an
1nformed guess.
Second, the tlmlng of the recelpt of funds can be a problem. Hhlle
nongeneral fund revenues can be accurate ln terms of the total amount to be
recelved by the Commonwealth, actual collectlons can vary from projectlons
dependlng on when the recelpts materlallze. Thls ls especlally true of
prlvate donatlons and mUltl-year commltments from the federal government.
Thlrd, workload ln nongeneral fund agencles can be dlfferent than what ls
assumed ln the budget. For example, there ls no cap on hlgher education
enrollment, and lf more students choose to attend Vlrglnla's colleges and
unlversltles, tultlon revenue wlll varyaccordlngly.
Flnally, some recelpts whlch are treated as revenue for budget purposes
may not be classlfled as such ln the accountlng system. Transfers of funds
between agencles ls a good example of thls lssue.
Other JLARC Recornmendatlons
The JLARC report offers a serles of recommendatlons to the General
Assembly, Secretary of Flnance, and the Dlrector of DPB. I am ln general
agreement with those asslgned to me, and I wlll take lmmedlate steps to plan
for thelr lmplementatlon.
I respectfully request that as the General Assembly proceeds to lmplement
those recommendatlons under lts purview, that members consult wlth the
Governor and other executive branch offlclals. Thls ls especlally relevant to
the recommendatlon to requlre a December 15 submlsslon of the budget. As
JLARC staff have learned ln thelr revlew, the executlve budget process
requlres extenslve lead tlme to effect major schedule changes and revlse data
needs. By worklng collaboratlvely on these issues, I belleve we can address
the lnformatlon needs of all partles.

Philip A. Leone
November 11. 1991
Page Five

I appreciate the considerable time your staff spent with DPB to learn
about the budget process. He were invigorated by the opportunity to discuss
our business with interested observers. and we look forward to making the
executive budget process even more useful for the Governor and for the General
Assembly.
Sincerely yours.

Karen F. Hashabau
Director
DPB/D0189
c:
The Honorable L. Douglas Hilder
The Honorable J.T. Shropshire
The Honorable Paul H. Timmreck
Hilliam E. Porter
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AppendixD

Legislation Related to this Report
A BILL to amend and reenact §§2.1-224, 2.1-394, 2.1-398, and 2.1-399
ofthe Code ofVirginia and to amend the Code ofVirginia by adding a
section numbered 2.1-399.1, relating to the budget process of the
Commonwealth ofVirginia.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:
1. That §§ 2.1-224, 2.1-394, 2.1-398, and 2.1-399 ofthe Code ofVirginia are amended and
reenacted and that the Code of Virginia is amended by adding a section numbered 2.1399.1 as follows:
§ 2.1-224. Payments to be in pursuance of appropriations; submission and
approval ofquarterly estimates.-No money shall be paid out ofthe state treasury except
in pursuance of appropriations made by law.

No appropriation to any department, institution or other agency of the state
government, except the General Assembly and the judiciary, shall become available for
expenditure until the agency shall submit to the Director ofthe Department ofPlanning
and Budget ltd/lIter!, annual estimates of the amount required for each activity to be
carried on, and such estimates shall have been approved by the Governor.
§ 2.1-394. Estimates by state agencies of amounts needed. - Biennially in the
odd-numbered years, on a date established by the Governor, each of the several state
agencies and other agencies and undertakings receiving or asking financial aid from the
Commonwealth shall report to the Governor, through the responsible secretary designated by statute or executive order, on offieilll: estimate bl!tl'J:kt'I in a fOrmat prescribed for
such purpose, an estimate in itemized form showing the amount needed for each year of
the ensuing biennial period beginning with the first day ofJuly thereafter. The Governor
may prescribe targets which shall not be exceeded in the official estimate ofeach agency;
however, an agency may submit to the Governor a request for an amount exceeding the
target as an addendum to its official budget estimate. The offieilll: estiITt!ite bl!inks format
which must be used in making these reports shall be prescribed by the Governor, shall
be uniform for all a~encies and shall clearly designate the kind ofinformation to be given
thereon. The Governor may prescribe a different format for reoorts from institutions of
higbereducation whjch format shall be uniform for all such institutions and shall clearly
designate the kind ofinformation to be provided thereon.
§ 2.1-398. Submission ofbudget to General Assembly. - Withintt. e d!i' s mteI
On or before December 20 in the year immediately prior to the beginning ofeach regular
session held in an even-numbered year of the General Assembly, the Governor shall
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submit to the presiding officer ofeach house printed copies ofa budget, based on his own
conclusions and judgment, containing the following:
1. A series of fmancial statements which set forth:
(a) Revenues and borrowings for each ofthe following two appropriation years;
(b) Current assets, reserves, and surplus of the Commonwealth;
(c) Debts and liabilities of the Commonwealth;
(d) Itemized estimates of the conditions of the state treasury as
of the beginning and end of each of the next two appropriation years; .and
(e) An itemized and complete fmancial balance sheet for the Commonwealth at
the close of the last preceding fiscal year ending June 30.
2. A statement ofhistorical and projected trends which influence development,
natural and human resources, and general economic conditions in the Commonwealth,
and projections pertaining to population, transportation, commerce, agriculture, and
urbanization. In addition to utilizing such statement in the preparation of his budget,
the Governor shall use such statement for the purpose of coordinating programs of
planning district commissions, regional development authorities, and local governments
with those of state agencies.
3. A statement of the Governor's proposed goals, objectives, and policies in the
areas of:
(a) Administration ofjustice;
(b) Education, including intellectual and cultural development;
(c) Individual and family services;
(d) Resources and economic development, including specific references to
llconomic development and management of natural resources;
(e) .Transportation; and
(f) General government, including therein or as separate categories areas of

multiple impact, such as telecommunications, energy, and urban development.
4. A statement organized by function, primary agency, and proposed appropriation item which sets forth:
(ll)

Related
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items.

(b) Cmlent, le(ftlested, and leeoftimen6ed ttpplopliations WI opt:1llting, "xed:
llsset, llnd debt SCI dee expenses.

(e) Cmlent, leqttested, Mld: leCOlftlliendcd fttll tilde cqtlivalcnt eIiif)loyntent

levels.
(d) Costs to eontintte plescnt SCI ij iees, and: eit-hel SCplb atel) 01 in eOIllbiuatioft,
the costs to provide for changed ttrtd nc" sel viees.

(e) SCI viccs to be offel ed, I eeipiente of SCI viees, m::ui pi Og'1 fUll IikeMtll es to be
1:1sed in m&llitoi iug Mtd c yalrlati~ SCI yiees.

Ca) Identification of common

pro~ams

and services;

Eft- ili2 Service attainments or lack of attainments and service terminations or
reductions for the biennium;
(go) liuthoI it) reI sel wiee., offel ed, st1cb as
disel etioIiM' inel t1sion.

Cc) Major goals and objectives for
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pro~ams;

Cd) Pro~am measures to be used in monitoring and eyaluatjng services as
specified in the general appr<wriations act· and
Ce) The amount ofeach primary agency's budget that is direct aid to localities.
5. An "executive salary plan" recommending levels into which the position of
each cabinet secretary and administrative head of each agency and institution of the
executive branch ofstate government should be placed for salary purposes, salary ranges
for each ofthose recommended levels, and the basis for the recommendations contained
in the plan.
6. A statement of proposed capita! annropriatjons organized by the primary
agency that sets forth the pro~am need for the project and the proposed source of
funding.
§ 2.1-399. Budget bill. - 'Phe A. Qn or before December 20 of the year
immediately prior to the beginning of each regular session held in an even-numbered
year of the General Assembly the Governor also shall submit to the presiding officer of
each house of the General Assembly, at the same time he submits his budget, copies of
a tentative bill for all proposed appropriations of the budget, eleml, itemized in
eonunlIlit) with t·he lll'pIOprilltioft stItlctrue .,peeHieti in § 2.1398, for each year in the
ensuing biennial appropriation period, which shall be known as "The Budget Bill." :The
Budget Bm" sh a)] be organized by function prim ary agency an d proposed approprjati on
item and sha)] include an identification of, and authorization for common pro~ams and
the appropriation offunds accordipg to pro~ams Except as expressly provided in an
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appropriation act, whenever the amounta in a schedule for a single appropriation item
are shown in two or more lines, the portions ofthe total amount shown on separate lines
are for information purposes only and are not limiting. No such bill shall contain any
appropriation the expenditure of which is contingent upon the receipt of revenues in
excess of funds unconditionally appropriated. The salary proposed for payment for the
position of each cabinet secretary and administrative head ofeach agency ofthe executive
branch of state government shall be specified in "The Budget Bill."
B. On or before December 20 ofthe year immediately prior to the beginning of
each regular session held in an odd-numbered year of the General Assembly the
Governor sha)) submit to the presiding officer of each house printed copies of all
gubernatorial amendments prooosed to the general appropriatjons act adopted in the
immediately preceding even-numbered year session
§ 21-3991
Capital projects.
A. On or before December 20 of the year
immediately prior to the beginning of each regular session held in an even-numbered
year ofthe General Assembly the Governor shall submit to the presiding officer ofeach
house of the General Assembly copies of any tentatiye biII or bilIs inyolying proposed
capital appropriations for each year in the ensuing biennial appropriatjon period. Such
bill or bills shall include each capital project to be financed through reyenue bonds or
other debt issuance the amount ofeach such project and identify the entity which will
issue such debt.

B. On or before December 20 of the year immediately prior to the beginning of
each regular session held in an odd-numbered year of the General Assembly the
C'.oyernor shall submit to the presiding officer of each house printed copies of all
gubernatorial amendments prooosed to capital approoriations acts adopted in the
immediately preceding even-numbered year session.
#
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(Appendix D Continued)
A BILL to amend and reenact § 2.1-391 ofthe Code ofVirginia, relating
to the duties ofthe Department ofPlanning and Budget.
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:

1. That § 2.1-391 of the Code ofVirginia is amended and reenacted as follows:
§ 2.1-391. Duties of Department. - The Department shall have the following

duties:
1. Development and direction of an integrated policy analysis, planning, and
budgeting process within state government.
2. Review and approval ofall sub-state district systems boundaries established
or proposed for establishment by state agencies.
3. Formulation of an executive budget as required in this chapter. In
implementing this provision, the Department of Planning and Budget shall utilize the
resources and determine the manner of participation of any executive agency as the
Governor may determine necessary to support an efficient and effective budget process
notwithstanding any contrary provision of law.
4. Conduct ofpolicy analysis and program!lftlll, sis eyaluation for the Governor.
5. Continuous review of the activities of state government focusing on budget
requirements in the context of the goals and objectives determined by the Governor and
the General Assembly and monitoring the progress of agencies in achieving goals and
objectives.
6. Operationofa system ofbudgetary execution to assure that agency activities
are conducted within fund limitations provided in the appropriations act and in
accordance with gubernatorial and legislative intent.
7. Development and operation of a system of standardized reports of program
and financial performance for management.
8. Coordination of statistical data by reviewing, analyzing, monitoring, and
evaluating statistical data developed and used by state agencies; by receiving statistical
data from outside sources, such as research institutes and the federal government Tlltttl

b:Y I eeei ¥ing find liP})t O~ ing the initiation of ftC n statistieai d:8:ta 1'1 Og'I MllS.
9. Assessment ofthe impact offederal funds on state government by reviewing,
analyzing, monitoring, and evaluating the federal budget, as well as solicitations,
applications, and awards for federal financial aid programs on behalf of state agencies.
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10. Reyiew and verification ofthe accuracy ofagency estimates ofreceipts from
donations gifts or other nongeneraJ fund revenue
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